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Woman, 63, Is Slain y Brother
Stepfather Of Victim
Witness To Tragedy

Uncle Charged
In Shooting

A 57-year-old man, with a She hadn't laid a finger on
history if mental illness, shot him," Mr. Martin explained.
his sister to death last Satur- Another son, Robert I- Cumday evening during an argu- mings of 1134 Argyle, said his
ment about her providing food mother and the uncle had been
for a sick son.
arguing about her son who had
was Mrs. gone into the Army and wise
The victim
Susie Cummings, 63, of 1236 had returned home suffering
Brown at. Her brother, Johnnie from a mental condition in
Perry, 57, who lived at the 1958.
same address, surrendered to Both Johnnie Perry and his
nephew, Johnnie Perry Cumpolice after the shooting.
Charlie Martin, stepfather of mings, have been patients at
Mrs. Cummings and Perry, Western State hospital, and
said the victim had been ar- were sent home more thins
guing with her brother about two years ago.
her feeding a grown son, Mrs. Bertha Martin, mother
Johnnie Perry Cummings, who of the victim and her brother,
was returning home from Deis unable to work.
"She was in her bedroom troit on Monday with other
making up the bed, and he relatives to help make arrangewas sitting in the living room, ments for the funeral.
watching television and drink- The victim's youngest son,
ing from a quart bottle of beer Pfc. Roy Cummings, is on
while they argued over the duty with the U.S. Army in
Vietnam and has been notimatter.
fied of his mother's death
"After a while, he got up by the Red Cross. He is exand went to his room off from pected to return in time for
the kitchen, and she went to the funeral.
the kitchen door just as he was Mrs. Cummings was the
coming out of his room with mother of five sons and three
a rifle.
daughters. In addition to those
"He didn't give her a chance named above, her survivors
to say a word," illr. Martin are Mrs. Willie Mae Cole,
said, "and fired. She fell over Mrs. Mary Louise Wilkerson
between the gas heater and and Miss Bobbie Jean Cumthe wall.
mings of Detroit, Mich., and
"He and I got her out from Leonard Cum min gs and
there and laid her on the living George Cummings of Cleveland
room floor before he went out Ohio.
and called the police," he said. She was a member of the
"There was certainly no New Bellevue Baptist Church
cause for him to shoot her. on Crockett St.

Of Nephew,16
A 16-year-old boy was shot
in the forehead early last Friday morning by his uncle.
Carried to the hospital, the
youth was treated and released,
while the uncle was arrested
and charged with assault to
murder.

CO-ETTES GIVE $1,000
. . . Marsha Chandler,
President of the Memphis
Chapter Co-Ette Club, Inc.,
presented
a check
for
$1,000 to Edwin Dalstrom,
Co-Chairman of the United
Negro College Fund. Miss
Chandler is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B.

Chandler and a student at
Hamilton Weil School. The
ball was hrl in co-Et.
tradition
at C. ArthurBruce Hall of LeMoyne
College one of the 33 colleges which benefits from
the United Negro College
Fund.

Californian Passes Out
$20/000 To The Needy

The victim was James Edward Smith of 987 Barton, who
lived with his uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
Kitchens.
Police said that Kitchens, 41,
b:, w•:'e vere in one room
qj
e nt • ,
an
ai ',went
''
o :' •lled
for 'he boy ,t
.e to lb 1.
As 'soon as tht boy entered
the room, Kitchens shot him
above the right eye with a
.22 pistol.
The Smith boy walked to the
home of his grandmother, and
was carried to John Gaston
hospital for treatment.

Kitchens was arrested at
3:30 a.m., on Grimes, an hour
"There's a man over in from an initial $5,000 which he after the shooting, and charged
Fayette giving away twenty- borrowed from his late broth- with attempt to murder. •
dollar bills!"
er, cosmetic king Max Faca scrapbook containing the
Bridges, M r s .
orace
"From what we have been REVIEWING CLUB'S HISThis was the cry around tor.
press clippings on the orInsp. TORY — . Three members
Chandler and Miss Marie
Mississippi's Jefferson County In earlier years John Fac- able to learn," Homicide
ganization's history. From
Bradford. (Withers Photo)
N. E. Zachary said, "he shot of the J.U.G.S., Inc., are
recently when a quiet little tor ran afoul of the law,
and
left are Mrs. Anderson
seen here looking through
reason."
white businessman from Bev- served six years of a 10-year the boy for no
erly Hills, California arrived prison sentence for mail fraud.
in Fayette, the county seat, In 1962 he was pardoned by
to give away $20,000 to needy President John F. Kennedy. At
black people.
one time he was a barber on n i
Recipients who remembered Chicago's west side, after cornhis name after each receiving ing to the United State,
$20 recalled only that he was a England.
Second Congregational Chen Mrs. Collie Stevens and Gef
brother of the Max Factor In the past
of the United Church of Robinson, brochure and sou10 years he has
man who turned out cosmetics. given
Christ, located at 762-764 Wal- venir program; L. R. Fletcher
away to charity some
When founders
Josephine However, as the members
In Watts
ker ave., will observe its and Mrs. Grace Brandon,
y know John $4 million.
A touching memorial service that Miss Carr wanted very
and
Sarah
Chandler continued to meet, community was conducted
'Bridges
1968,
and
Elma
centennial
during
new
members;
Mrs.
Factor as the man who, as preFriday morning much to become a teacher
issues were discussed and desident of the Friar's Club Chari- "I can't help all the people will hold its 100th Annual Mardis, Stephanie Larry and first discussed the idea of format LeMoyne College for a 17- and quoted her as saying
bated.
Out
of
these
discussion,
in
the world," he explains, "But Church Meeting on Friday Nan Saville, youth activities; ing a club in 1953, little did
ty Foundation wheeled 12
a need for service to the coin- year-old freshman, Miss Vivian "Lack of money is not going
big truck trailers into the cen- I can try to help some of them. night, Jan. 19, in Love Hall. Eugene Moore and Edwin they realize that in the years
munity
was felt, along with the Ann Carr, who was shot to to stop my ambition from growI
know
what
it
club
would
beis to be The meeting will be preced- Prater anniversary, worship to come, fteir
ter of Watts last Christmas
ing to its fullest height. Even
[realization
that J.U.G.S. could death Jan. 7.
and gave away 4,000 $30 baskets poor, and hungry, and I know ed by a "Shared Meal" at services; and Mrs. Omega come national in scope. Of the
,do something, however small, The service was held in the though I am without money I
what
it
is
to
be
discriminated
eight
members
who
were
at
if groceries. Each dole confeel that if I acquire the right
6:30 p.m., one hour before Shelto and Mrs. Willye Smith,
the first meeting, three are to alleviate some of the ad- Little Theatre of the Alma C. training and pass it on to
tained also a 20-pound turkey against. I learned it when I the Annual Church Meeting. anniversary banquet.
Hanson
Memorial
Student
Cenverse
conditions
in
the
comwas a poor Jewish boy in Postill very active in J.U.G.S.,
and a five-pound ham.
my fellowman, I will have
It is being sponsored by the The 20 original founders
ter.
Inc.,
and one of them, Marie munity.
church
were
Christopher
of
the
They know him in Watts land."
gained
all the joys of having
Women's F e 1 lowship, with
Miss
Carr entered LeMoyne
also as the man who offered He expressed his interest Mrs. Callie Stevens as chair- Pollard, Walker Evans, Char- Bradford, has been duly elect- This caused the members last
money."
fall after ranking fifth
a million dollars to build a in the plight of the American man. Mrs. Mary McWilliams les B r own, Epps Brown, ed as the first national presi- to give deeper thought to what
Miss Williams added, "I can
the letters should stand for in the 1967 senior class of 397
recreation center for under- Negro when he met the Rev. is president of the organiza- Squire H e nderson, William dent.
say
that I shall never forget
Manley, W. W. Mallory, Mellie J.U.G.S. INC. got its name and the words for the letters at Hamilton. She had complet- Vivian. The warm, jolly air
privileged Negro youngsters. Dr. Brookins. A former Missis- tion.
ed
her
high
school
studies
in
were
changed
so
that
they
He is now fighting zoning re- sippian and Kansan, Brookins Rev. John Charles Mickle, Jonson, Patsy Evans, Mar- through the suggestion of Mrs.'
that encircled her wherever
would have deeper meaning. three years.
strictions to build the center. is known in Los Angeles as a pastor of the church, said tha Brown, Lucinda Callicott, Wesley Groves (the former
she went can never escape
Thus the idea of a ball for A vivid description of Miss
In L. A. he donated $300,000 forward-moving religious lead- that members of Second Con- Nancy Kelly, Louisa Turner, Miss Helen Ann Hayes) who
memory. Always filled with
charity was born. Copying Carr was given by one of her my
towards a million-dollar new er who spearheaded the elec.-. gregational haite been asked to Cornelia Pollard, Sallis A. was also in attendance at the
laughter and fun, Vivian
jokes,
the "living ad" idea from Les classmates at Hamilton and
seemed to have a dull
religious center for First AME tion of Thomas Bradley as the give $100 above their usual Barker, Dora A. Kelly, Nancy first meeting.
never
Passees, which seemed to en- LeMoyne, Miss Lois Williams.
point,
moment."
Church, the oldest African first elected Negro member contributions to the church in Shelley, Zenia Blackman, At
joy
so
much
success
in
the With tears streaming down Dr. Edward Ouellette, a
Methodist Episcopal church in of L. A.'s City Council. He is honor of the church's cen- Minerva Brown and Mary A. stood for "Just Us Girls," as wh te
commun ty,
J.U.G.S. her face, Miss Williams said member of the LeMoyne faculmany people suspected.
the West. The structure was also head of the United Civil tennial year. Some of the Mallory.
'staged its first ball at the Miss Carr was "a loving, amty, presided at the memorial
designed by noted Negro ar- Rights Congress, a central special funds will be given
Flamingo Room. If the skeptics bitious and fun-loving friend of service. Other LeMoyne faculty
force
for
all
the
city's
myriad
chitect Paul Williams.
to LeMoyne College and to
were surprised at the success mine."
members on program were
The Rev. H. H. Brookins, rights organizations.
the world-wide missions of
,of the ball, one can imagine She said teachers at Hamil- Dr. John Charles Mickle and
church,
pastor of First AME
Brookins introduced Factor I the United Church of Christ.
the surprise and elation of
ton described Miss Carr as Davie Dickbernd.
and the man who introduced to Charles Evers, field director Special guests scheduled to
the members, who had suffered "a respectful, obedient, A- Other students participating
Factor to the needs of the of the NAACP in Mississippi, address the congregation in
"'first-time" apprehensions, too. student who studied hard."
were Robert Reed and Mrs.
Negro, said, "Separation we and brother of the late Medgar 1968 are the Rev. Aurelius
1That night, the club Was able
Miss Williams pointed out Brenda Sawyer Bell.
do not need. Black power Evers, NAACP leader who was Pickney of Tampa, Fla.; Dr.
to contribute $800 to aid menwithout jobs, food and money slain from ambush by an as Hollis F. Price, president of
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
as an amateur prizefighter in tally retarded children. This
we do not need. Among other yet unconvicted killer.
the former Tri-State Boxing amount was, and still is a
LeMoyne College; and the
things, we need more men Factor asked Evers: "What Rev. Dr. Ben Herbster, New It is not a story of a "Man- Tournament, and in tennis.
[healthy contribution to charity.
Child In The Promised Land'
can I do to help?" Evers' reply York City.
like John Factor."
The rest is well-known.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
young
John F. (Jake The Barber) caused Factor to set up a Milton A. J. Barber is gene- Neither is it a "rags to riches" Davis did not have too much J.U.G.S., Inc. has enjoyed
multimillionaire
saga.
But
it
is
is
a
famia
story
studded
Factor, 74
$25,000 trust fund for the
ral chairman of the 100th
time to devote to extra-curric-!tremendous success, which has
who loves to give away money ly of Wharlest Jackson, a Nat- Anniversary celebration, and with drama and color develop- ular activities. He was born
comparatively
See Page 2
to needy Negroes. He amassed chez, Miss., civil rights worker Silas P. Washington secre- ed during the
in South Memphis in 1934, alyoung life of its central
his wealth through shrewd real slain by a bomb planted in tary.
most at the beginning of the
estate dealings in California, his truck. Factor declined to Anniversary Committee co- personality.
"Great Depression." He first
insuccessful
because
two
Mississippi
then
go to
and through
chairmen are Dr. Alvin Smith, It is the story of Fred L. saw the light of day in the
•
•
surance firms he now owns the Klan had vowed to kill and Edwin Jones, finance; Davis, one of the three Mem- heart of the ghetto in the Olive'
grew
fortune
His
operates.
him.
and
phis- Negroes recently elected and Florida Street area.
to the new Mayor-Council form
home was
of government launched here, He says his first
"rear"
.
.
. in th?
in
the
this month. The presence of
Negroes on the Council is sigimplies.
•
nificant, inasmuch as it marksltw' with all that that
His mother, a devoutly rei,
the first time since the closing
gious woman, had him reciting
days of Reconstruction that
Bibical passages, poems and
race
have
occumembers of the
other recitations before he was The principal of Kansas
pied such strategic posts.
six years old. He became some- ' Street E I ementary School,
Mr. Davis is a native Mem-ithing of a ghetto prodigy.
Charles J. Patterson Jr had
phian, the son of Mr. Frank
to live with i no idea he would set new
Later
went
he
Davis, a north Memphis barNorth Mem-, records in fund raising here for
ber, and the late Mrs. Cheri- other relatives in
attendingl the United Negro College Fund
phis.
while
It
was
ty Davis. He received his
High when he accepted the 1967
Hyde
Manassas
Park
and
basic education in the local
City
area that he chairmanship of the
public schools, attending Flori- School in that
School Teachers Division.
acquainworking
made
hi;
first
da, Seventh Day Adventist,
But, much to his own surHyde Park and Manassas High
prise, he broke old records
See Page 2
Schools. He is a graduate of
and set new ones.
A. & I. (Tennessee State) UniBiggest surprise came from
versity in Nashville, Tennessee.
his own school, Kansas Street',
' where Mrs. Ann L. Weathers
His was a normal Negro boyStation.
The
interracial
served as solicitor. Kansas SAILOR AND BRIDE —
hood in Memphis. The term
marriage was the second
Street broke all individual Seaman and Mrs. James
"Negro boyheod" is used ad-'
known to have occurred
school records by reporting Edward Todd are seen
visedly because Mr. Davis
in Tennessee since the
here during a reception
$1,019.00.
very early established his conU.S. Supreme Court dewas set given for them after they
Another record
sciousness of and pride in his
enconstitational
clared
2
ceremony
were
wed
in
Teachers
School
City
when
the
race. He is a Board Member
state laws forbidding marDivision reported a total of in the home of Rev. Brady
of the local branch of the
riage between persons of
$4,818.25. This topped the old Johnson last Saturday. The
National Association for the
different races. A former
bride is the former Miss
record by more than $1,000.00.
Advancement of Colored PeoPeace Corps volunteer, Mr.
The County School Teachers Flori a M a rquita M a yhorn
lected needy persons In ple (NAACP). His slight stature'
H. Brookins of Los AngeGIVING AWAY MONEY
Todd attended Utah State
who
met
her
Memphis,
of
RodJ.
headed
by
R.
Division,
as
they
Miss.
The
donaFayette,
prevented his participation in
les are seen here
— Part of a crowd of
before joining the Navy. He
dy, also made an excellent future husband during a
tions were presented in the more strenous schoolboy
stood in the back of a
6,000 persons who gathered
Is from Nampa, Idaho.
!showing. This unit raised dance while he was station
$20 bills, one each to a and collegiate sports. But he
pick-up truck and gave
around Charles Evers, left,
ed at Millington Naval Air
1$1,079.20 for UNCF.
family.
FltED DAVIS
did carve a niche for himself
away $20,000 to 1,000 seJoke Factor and Rev. H.

Second Congregational
Plans For Centennial

JUGs Take On Biggest Memorial Service Held
Project in History
For LeMoyne Freshman

Fred Davis Moved Up
From The Local Ghetto

Principal Top
Fund Raiser
In UNCF Drive
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Davis

Leaving jills 4rmy he returnecioliarp..no apologies. He says
to Memphis and for five yearsrtivo of the major interests he
worked as an agent for the has in mind for the Fourth
North Carolina Mutual Life Distnct which he represents
I
Continued From Page 1
Insurance Company.
will be to work for better rectance with farm life. He went. From the life
threatened to ruin her. Need
insurance corn. reational facilities, and for
to the fields to pick cotton,.pany he went to work
Married My Fisoca's last
"I
better
control
of
traffic
at
the
for the
chop cotton, and perform other!State of Tennessee as an audi- intersection of Southern and
Friend" in the Febreary isI.Tbores. He left Memphis early tor. His stay there was
sue of HEP Magazine. Now
short, Highland.
!In the mornings to ride the perhaps due to the political Many of his friends and wellat your news stand. In the
field workers trucks and bus- climate developing.
So, he re- wishers have an idea that dur- Same issue you'll find:
ses to nearby plantations as turned to Memphis to accept ing the four years of his council `Heartbreak
and Nightmares",
a
farm day laborer It was also post as librarian in the
County man position forceful Fred Lee a story of what young love
during this time that he got1 register's office.
Davis will just about achieve
and unleashed passion can
acquainted with work in Mem- This post he held
until hel what he has in mind.
lead
to.
phis hotels. He began as a resigned at the
end of 1967 tol
Don't miss these two thrill.
!bus boy at the old Peabody,devote his time to his post as:
ing stories in February NEP.
IHotel. He moved up to waiter,!a member of the Memphis.
and thus helped finance his Council. representing
District.
way to graduation from Manas- 1 Four. An interesting
aside reSa3.
lating to his campaign for
His work schedule changed,councilman in District
1st Memphis Run
Four
tittle when he matriculated at last Fall, is the fact
that he,
Tennessee State University. He ran against seven
white ophad to work his way there too. ponents and
one Negro in an
In the absence of present-day area which
is predominantly
First-hand report of man who
scholarships and other student white. Adroit
campaigning and
witnessed death of 'soul man'
aide, he had to take a job in a forceful
personality won him
the cafeteria as a waiter and the post.
cafeteria assistant. He also Last week
Mr. Davis was
found jobs waiting tables off busy seeking
a location for his
the campus. And during his lown insurance
agency, Inveslast two years in college, where i tors Insurance
Hig put his money where his
Agency, which
mouth was. Talented Comic
he was majoring in account- he plans to open on
Airways
gave a fortune in m on•y to
ancy. he was able to make , Boulevard in the very
near
fight for civil rights and i•oends meet at the university. !future.
pardi zed his life. Gregory, who
In his accountancy class', The youthful Mr. Davis, (he
normally weighed 160 lbs. went.
there was a young lady stu• is only 33 years of age) is
down to 105 lbs.
a
dent from Shelbyville, Tennes- ,deacon
at
Beulah
Baptist,
see. She was then Miss Ella Church. He teaches a
Sunday
Singleton. She is now Mrs. School class of teen-agers there. TERRY
JAN
5135 551
PAIL
Davis, the mother of their He is a forceful and dynamic
M[lag•MliBCANENNANI
, All types of ''snoop" gadgets
three children, Michael, 10; speaker. He is a member of the
are being sold to rob you of
Sheila, 7. and Marvin, 3 years Board of the Travellers Aid,
In METROCOLOR
your privacy and expose your
old. Mirs. Davis is employedin Memphis, a board member
love a ff a i re. New twists in
"bugs" are being di:coveted
in the business office of Owen l of the local NAACP Branch,
daily.
College. The family lives atand of the Better Schools CornThese and many other interesting
1573 Pendleton Street.
.mittee. He is also an elected
stories and features ar• found In
Upon graduation from college'member of the Shelby County
February
Mr. Davis enlisted in the United Democratic Executive CornStates Army, and from 1957 till mittee
1959 he served in the Army's Mr. Davis makes no secret
MAGAZINE
comptroller's Office in France. of his ghetto beginning and

HER SEXUAL PAST

DAISY

Otis Redding
Die"

DICK GREGORY
is Broke

Who's Bugging
You?

YULETIDE ROYALTY —
These young women partici.
pated in the 1967 Christmas
Charity Fund Drive of the
Citizens Committee Council and
were members of the royal

court. Seated from left are 1966 queen; Mrs. Christine
Misses Vicki Stevens, princess; Middleton, Miss Jimmie Ruth
Loretta McCoy, the Yuletide Vann and Miss Ella Mae
queen, and Andre!, Robinson,l Ward. The drive was given
Princess. Standing, same or- much hearty support by the
der, are Misses SameIla Booth, general public.

New Women's Club
To Help Poor Students

Jug's

Shop the Largest Homefurnishers in the South! See How Much You SAVE!
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THERE'S NO PEACE LIRE NOW

THE CATALINA
CORNER GROUP
TABLE AND 2 SOFAS
THREE
PIECES!

169
CONVENIENT TERMS

'WEDDINGS•

Furnishing one room apartment? Need dual purpose furniture for a living room or den? This specially
priced corner group is for you! It's unmistakably modern, definitely beautiful and plushy cushioned with
solid foam! At night pullout the sofas, remove the bolsters and instantly have twin beds to sleep two!
Bright florils and brilliant solids, combined to give the bold, sophisticated look you've admired in leading decorator magazines. The sleek, sculptured trim is finished in walnut to match the big corner table.

Limited Quanity

BANKAMERICARD.
Itivitvnie hoe

BILLS PRESSING?

525-8551

Traditional Quilted Sleeper
with foam mattress

Not a Loan Company
No Co-Signers or Security Needed

AMERICAN BUDGET
COUNSELORS
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The elegant

quilted fabric on +his sofa will win compl!.
mon+s in your living room! The luxurious full size foam
maffress will gef praises from +hose who sloop on it!
Pick gold or avocado floral print.

DOWNTOWN
157 South Main St.
Pflono 526-5906
FREE PARKING A'
ALLERISERGI, 0 REALE

PARK AVE.
3015 Park Ave.
Phone 323.7656
FREE STORFSIDE PARKING

'178
Only
$10 Down

Any hostess will welcome
this petite table. It's perfect for entertaining with
imported marble top. a
pierced brass gallery delicately carved lees and fillshed in glowing butternut
tones .

LAURELWOOD WHITEHA YEN
450 Parkins Exid
Phone 615-8277
FREE STORESIDE PARKING

4212 Highway SI So
Phone 396 9496

CASH AN:, CARRY

FREE STORES:DE FARKIt1r-

Free Parking

...
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CONTINENTAL
FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS

•PARTIES•
•CLUBS•
PHONE

ar
er

re

acceptable behavior by
on
American standards in various
situations.

3. Present deserving young
ladies as debutantes at an
annual ball patterned after
the fabulous balls given in
A new and inspired group ter around a philanthropic New Orleans. 1969 is the tarhas organized and emerges as , motif as the objectives and get date for the first one to be
. held during Mardi Gras season.
"L'Elite". The activities cenpurpose are geared to helping
- -. the disadvantaged. Observation and investigation revealed
that many students in our Death of A President
schools accrue an excessive
number of absent days beContinued From Page 1
cause they are in need of cer- PARIS — (NPI) — Unlike
some of his counterparts on
served as one of the many tain things. As a result of this,
"L'Elite" proposes to:
the African continent, Leon
reasons for them to keep workpresident
ing. They have aided innumer- 1. Provide shoes and or Mba. 6 5 -year-old
hie charities, some of which clothing for any student in of Gabon, died recently in a
h o spital
of
natural
include Les Passees Treat- the cityt school system who is local
causes. Ill for some time —
ment
Center.
Zuber-Bynum in need.
suffering from a liver ailment
•
Council. Easter Seal Society,
Family Service, St. Jude's 2. Conduct charm classes to — Mba survived a coup on Feb.!
Research Hospital, and Many provide information and de- 18, 1964, to return to power!
monstrations in the social two days later with the aid of 1
others. More than $30,000 has
graces. with special emphasis'French paratroopers.
been contributed to various
charities as a result of their
efforts.
This year, the idea of providing a swimming pool for
Goodwill Homes was suggested and enthusiastically endorsed by the JUGS. and
members of the Board of
Goodwill Homes.
The members of JUGS. are
aware that the largest single.
contribution they have made to
charity is $3,000.00 Upon checking the price of swimming
pools, it was learned that a
first-quality pool more than
doubles that amount.
Rather than become discouraged or drop that project
as -too difficult-. JUGS. is
determined to work harder !
than ever to make the dream
of a swimming pool possible for
these unfortunate children. If
the proceeds from this, the 14th
annual . charity ball do not
come up to this amount, the
money will be held in escrow
until the entire amount can be
obtained from ensuing charity
balls.
526-8397
J.U.G.S., Inc. is the first
to realize that the success
they have enjoyed in the past
for appointment
is due to the generosity and
charitable spirit of their many
FIRST NATIONAL BANK I:3
friends and supporters who
yearly make a contribution to
charity by their patronage and!
or attendance at the JUGS.
annual Ball.
history
of
JUGS.,
No
however brief, would be complete without including the
name of A.C. Williams. who
has been such a staunch friend
and supporter of J.U.G.S. He
has given unstintingly of his
time and talent without any
pay except the satisfaction of
knowing that he is helping .
others.
JUGS. is honored that he
will serve as emcee again this
year as he has done so many
times so well. There are many
others whose names could be
added to this list, hut are too
numerous to mention. Today,
Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Mrs.
Chandler
and
Sarah
Miss
Marie Bradford look with pride
and gratitude upon the accomplishments o f J .U.G.S.
KEEP A GOOD CREDIT RATING.
They thank the public for its
PAY AS LOW At
IF YOU OWE
support in the past and hope
$1,000
$15
for continued help.
They are oined by Mesdames
$2,000
$25
Hester Miller, Ann Nelson,
$3,000
$35
Helen Cooke, Pearl Gordon,
NO OBLIGATION
Nedra Smith, Gerri Little.
Norma Griffin. Joan Johnson
and Dolores Lewis.
They are joined by Mesdarnetheir 14th ANNUAL CHARITY
2902-100 NO. MAIN BLDG
BALL, Friday. March 29, in .
Holiday Hall at the Holiday-Inn!
Itivermont. Details of the ball 1
will bs announced later.

In
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Mallory !Knights Help A Mississippi Family

Lane Receives Grant

The Mallory Knight Charitalbe Organization, Inc., recorded its first case of emergency aid to a needy family
for 1968 on January 4.
The case involved a white
family, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe

For A Math Institute
Announcement has been made A. and I. State
University,
by Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presi. Nashville, Tennessee.
dent of Lane College that the
In accordance with the poliinstitution has been granted cies of the Foundation,
selection
$49,300 by the National Science of individuals for participation
Foundation to conduct a sum- in the institute will not be discriminated
against on the
mer institute for forty second- grounds of race,
creed, color,
ary school mathematics teach- or national origin.
ers. The eight-week institute
will begin on June 10 and close Application blanks and other
materials pertaining to the
August 3.
institute may be secured from
The institute is especially the Director's Office. All indesigned to strengthen the quires pertaining to the inmathematics
p r o grams in stitute should be addressed to:
this Western area, with major Professor John Douglass, Jr.,
emphasis on Tennessee for Director, NSF Summer Mathethose secondary school teachers matics Institute, Box 126, Lane
who are required to teach College, Jackson, Tennessee,
courses in modern mathematics Zip Code 38301.
for which their backgrounds
The deadline for submitting
are meager and have the greatest undeveloped potential. Also complete applications is February 15, 1968. Awards will be
eligible
are
subject-matter
made on or before March 15,
supervisors.
1968.
The courses to be offered are:
Introduction to the Modern
Conce-pts of Mathematics, Introduction to Modern Algebra,
Linear Algebra with Modern
Applications, and Fundamental
Concepts of Modern Geometry
of which nine (9) semester
hours of undergraduate credit
will be received by participants
who satisfactorily complete the
requirements. Since a Unitary
Institute is intended to offer
a single and independent summer study for a -pa'rticular
group of participants, eligibility for parliffiniiii support
will be limited to in-service
teachers (or supervisors) who
are currently employed at least
half-time in grades 9 to 12 and
whose teaching program in
these grades includes at least
one full course in mathematics
or in science.
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Guyes, 1112 Forrest, Apt. 6.,ltions and agencies, but be-1 tion and
emergency aid had
who moved to Memphis abouti cause
of their short period of to be given immediately.
three months ago from Marks, residence
in both the city
By working hard and spendMiss. They are both in poor
and state, no help could be ing a lot of time and energy,
health apd are 64 and 63 years
found for them. Their land- arrangements
were
made
old, respectively.
lord had made it clear that whereby $70.00 was obtained
The only support to them the family would be evicted for
rent and food.
comes from their 22 year If the rent was not paid on the
The
emergency aid relieved
old son/ even though they date due. There
was no
have another son, 18, who is food in the house, and no the immediate suffering of
this family and brought a ray
a victim of polio.
place for them to go.
of light into the darkness
Their daughter, Mrs. Ruby Out of sheer desperation, which enveloped
their lives.
Davis issued the emergency the family came to the Mal- The organization
continues to
call to the Mallory Knights lory Knights seeking whatever operate
the year around —
,
The sexual revolution sweep- for her mother and father. aid
could be given. With its!helping out
wherever
and
ing the country has already Mrs. Davis. herself the mother limited
budget the Knights whenever we can.
begun to show up in heart- of five small children had began
trying to do something Continued support of its
break and tragedy, according been
whatever help to help alleviate the suffering year-around
ende avors is
appearing
the
in
story
a
to
g she could to her parents, but which this particular family
needed. Contributions may be
February issue of Hep maga- this aid had to cut off when was
undergoing. After careful sent to MALLORY KNIGHTS
zine.
Mrs. Davis' husband became investigation
of
Harry
L. CHARITABLE OR GA NIZAyoung
It's the story of a
seriously ill.
Strong, general director of TION, 280 Hernando Street,
girl who ignored the teachings The family had sought aid MKCO, was
learned that the Memphis, Tennessee. Contriof society and morality and from several other organiza- case was
one of dire destitu- butions are tax deductible.
lived to pay the price.
The girl, like millions of
others nowadays, thought she
could fly around the flame
burned, but
without being
found out too late the laws of
sin haven't been repealed.
Now she's paying for her
folly, and the tragedy is
she'll never stop paying. She'll
bear the shame as long as1
she lives.
The story, "I Married My
Best Friend," is
Fiance's
written by the victim of this
modern American tragedy. It
pulls no punches and is daringly told, even by today's
standards.

Young Girl Tells
A Heartbreaking
Story In 'Het)/

"LITTLE MISS RHOMANIA" — Miss Deborah Denise Flagg, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Flagg of 1817 Kingsview
drive, was crowned "Little
Miss Rhomania" of 1967-68
during a concert given by

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority in December. She is a
seventh grade student at
Corry Junior High School.
Her uncle, Thomas Flagg,
was a guest artist at the
concert.

A

Pastor Going
To Ohio Meet

Rev.
Charles
The
John
Mickle,
pastor
Second
of
Congregational C h u rch, of
the United Church of Christ,
will attend meetings at the
1968 United Church Assembly
to be held at the Sheraton
Cleveland Hotel in Cleveland
Participants will receive the
Ohio.
maximum stipend of $75 per
RADAR OPERATOR — AirHe
will
attend
sessions
week with $15 dependency alman Lloyd Lott, son of Mrs. The Oak Grove 4-H Club has Gibbs, recreation leader: Chris- of
lowance up to a limit of four.
the Executive Committee
Travel allowances are provid- Mary A. Hill of 730 Bodley, elected new officers for 1968, tine Davis, devotion leader; of which he is vice presiMemphis, has been assigned with Clemming Gibbs, Charlene Joyce Buford,
ed.
song leader, and dent, on Saturday, Jan. 27 The
to Keesler AFB, Miss., for Richey and Deborah Davis Donald Thomas,
parliamentar- same day and on Sunday.
Director of the institute will training as a radar operator serving as junior leaders.
ian.
Jan. 28, he will be present
be Professor John Douglass, The airman is a graduate of The
officers are Michael New club members are Shelia at sessions of the United
Jr., head of the Department of Booker T. Washington High Gibbs,
p r e sident:
Patricia Richey, Linda Honeywood, Mil- Church Ministers for Racial
Mathematics at Lane College. school and the son also of Dorhey, vice
resident; Patricia ler Cain, McKinley Dorsey, and Social Justice, where he
He will be assisted by Dr. Clarence J. Lott of 633 Ste- Ross,
secretary; Mae Ellen James Dorsey, James White serves
consultant
as
with
Calvin E. King, Professor of phens. He did basic training Dorsey, treasurer;
Clemming Sherry Gibbs, Barbara Settles the Board of Homeland MiMathematics a t T ennessee at Lackland AFB, Tex.
Gibbs, photographer; Marilyn and Michael Crawford.
nistries.

Oak Grove 4-H Club
Elects 1968 Officers

a-4 I
„.„
DEPARTMENT STORES
1833 S. 3rd ST.

FRI.- SATURDAY

OPEN
10 A.M. — 9:30
MONDAY
THRU
SATURDAY

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Portable STEREO

FIRST CASE OF 1968 —
After taking care of a record number of needy families at Christmas, the Mallory Knights came to the
aid of a family which came

here recently from Marks,
Miss. Harry L. Strong, general director of the Mallory
Knights Charitable Organization, is seen here pre-

SOUTHGATE STORE ONLY

Good For This SALE ONLY

Re

ONLY

Budget-Priced Color Consolette

41

%irk. )ool
rig 10 Cirjf.
Capacity Refrigerator
• Fr
plus chiller fray holds up to 30 Ibt. of
frozen food * Roomy full-width crisper
•Super-atorae• door with built-in bettor kiwi,
end egg nests
,
• Adjustabli 'investors
control

$8995

Only 139
'
9

12.3 Automatic
Defrost RefrigeratorFreezer Combination.

At Woolco

Just Say
"Charge It!"

• MODEL ES1.10C

e POSMVE 000ft SEAL
•SANITARY 64JA'SS SHELVES OVER
CRISPER
•if6 /01 Le. F.RGEZER MARRA= ThE
TRUE "ZERO" TEMP. $18700.

MODEL ESTI2D

V/Iffi A

:NOW ONLY

WOOLCO
CHARGE -'CARD...
WOOLCO

)

ile•S 3332117 t'•

RCA ArewItedCOLORTV
Color viewing at a purse-oleitiof Prim Reclinedbr RCA Super Bright Hi-Lite Color Tube. Powerful
25,000-volt chassis for unsurpassed performance.

479"

4110 THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS

!

- Limited Quantify on this Sale Merchandise s-

oval
Pure portable pleasure. Two
speakers in removable speaker 'wings.'
Solid State stereo amplifier. Studiomatic changer, true-track tone arm, diamond stylus.

Special After
Christmas Price

2

P.M.

QUALITY COMPONENTr.LOOK
THE MADRIGAL
MODEL YJP44

senting food to Roscoe
Guyes, first family aided
by the organization this
year, ac two of his children look on.

igrillegal
rigilr-•
l"..—'

and enjoy the conven;enc•-of zler
30-day revolving charge and timei.
payment plans. Come in and open
your account today. 90 days same
as cash — No Interest

AUTOMATIC WASHER DRYER COMBO.
4. 3 cycles...Waal
• SUM SOAIC
•Woalianseang!
•

1 DrYbil CPIs
•3 Drying Nees
•Sped&essidnun
Con far Faus.

•linilibeilegibat.
Mir •
-fa'3.brie Weit-laap
Sdessions-

$299"
S.1‘

9
6
8
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Negro Worker's Win
`Suit At Tobacco Firm
RICHMOND — The U.S.:sPniority and transfer pollDistrict Court ruling against cies and practices, he said.
job practices of Philip Morris Thus, the court ruled on
and Local 203, Tobacco Work-,one of the most complicated
era International, AFL-CIO, issues in employment nutslast week was called "sweep- ,tion, seniority and transfer
ing and comprehensive" by procedure,unwill
decision
the NAACP Legal Defense "This
and Educational Fund, Inc. rioubte• iy give impetus to
our 40 other Title VII suits
T.DF ).
across the South in general
now
may
workers
"Negro
to our pending litigation
and
paying
transfer to
higher
Tobaccu
jobs, previously reserved forlagainsi. A m erican
companies
Lorillard
P.
and
years!
whites, without losing
Greenof seniority," said LDF Direc- in particular," Mr.
concluded.
berg
Greenberg.
Jack
tor-Counsel
LDF attorneys ParttThis was the first case to Other
in the case were
cipating
of
result
go to trial as a
A. Kirk and
Gabrielle
Miss
the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Belton of New York
which, under Title VII, crest. Robert
;slid Henry Marsh and
ed the Equal Employment City
Tucker of Richmond.
Samuel
Opportunity Commission.
- —
The 1 a w forbids racial
discrimination in private industry employing more than
50 workers.
HELP FOR THE NEEDY — to transport baskets of food to in front of the Elks Rest on containing a kam and 32 staple
LDF attorneys charged in
of Public Works the city's needy, and seen here Beak. More than 500 persons articles of feed.
Department
their complaint that Douglas T
en Christmas is a line of trucks being loaded were given the food baskets
used
were
tracks
15-year-old honor student
BOUND FOR DETROIT
I
the
o
H. Quarles, a laborer in
and sophomore at Booker
— Miss Alice Hohn an,
Pre-Fabrication D e p artment
T. Washington High school,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the B&L plant in Richof
is a member of the NaWillie Holman, is seen
in a class action.
mond.
tional Red Cross Society
here just before boarding
sought to have Philip Morris
AME
Temple
and Warner
a plane for Detroit where
and those acting in concert M mbers of the New Bethel
7ion church, where she is
she was the guest of
maintaining B
f r om
enjoined
Baptist church will pay tribute
a member of the junior
honor of Rev. C. M. Met.
plicy
the pastor and wife, Rev.
s
e
it
th
teach.
choir and a primary
calf and the congregation
m ofloyeliesmitintog
Mrs. G. G. Brown, with The
o
egrlY)
a
and
N
Inter-deno- the choice must tell why he
Memphis
er in the Junior Church
Christian
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Free
of the
the Pre-;services at the church Jan. minational Fellowship will prein
jobs
paying
,lower
winbelieves the church and the
a
was
She
department.
there
Community church
invited.
is
public
the
Place Your Order Now
and
;19-21.
.Fabrication Department.
sent the city's 12 most outner in last year's cityfor two radio appearances
I On Friday night, Jan. .19, an- standing women and its 10 woman should be so honored.,
charged
Quarles
also
Mr.
For
Individuals And Groups
wide safety oratorical conand a talk at the church.
Youth Night will be obser- most o u tstanding churches The deadline for mailing in '
Philip Morris with denying
test.
CrawHer topic was "The Road
nominations is midnight, Jan.,
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
, Negroes an opportunity tolved with little Kenneth
held
The mas- during a program to be
of Life" Miss Holman.
21, 1968.
have an effective transfer ford as the speaker.
AME
will be at the Clayborn Temple
CUSTOM
TAILORS
Mrs. Nettie Rogers, director ,
to the Fabrication and Ware- ter of ceremonies
Guest church church on Sunday, Feb. 18, of the Fellowship, said, "The!
Graham.
Thomas
house, Shipping and Receiving
p.m.
2:45
starting
at
be the congregation of First
decisions are too great and'
Departments w h ere higher will
Church Mount Olive. The selection of the 12 most important for only a few peoBaptist
INC.
generally
rates are
wage
10
and
women
outstanding
Guest churches during servmake."
to
ple
paid.
by
made
be
will
top churches
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
the public, and is being spon- Postcards should be mailed
Briggs, through
Ephriam
Tweaessee
M e mphis Interdenomisored by the Fellowship's to:
that Philip Morris and Local
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yin Ask Fes Atli
national Fellowship, 1224 FounScholarship Fund.
203 disc riminated against
Creates What You Think Or
In nominating a person for tain Court, Memphis, TennesNegroes, in violation of Title
making
see,
person
38108.
the
lower
honor,
the
VII, by paying Negroes
Mrs. Pleas also belongs to wage rates for jobs which
Ward Chapel AME church
level as jobs
at 1125 S. Parkway East Climax No. 71, Order of are on the same
been regenerally
have
that
a
is
and
will celebrate "Julia Pleas the Eastern Star,
white persons.
Day" on Sunrl ,,-. Jan 21, in a member of the LaRita Social served for
The EEOC found probable
program to be presented at club.
in both instances, thus
cause
3:30 p.m.
'- Upon the advice of her
WE RESERVE
the stage for
setting
Mrs. Pleas is the wife doctor, she has had to curtail
Von
RIGHT
THE
•
Pleas. wor- some of her church and social ,
of James E
now
will
salaries
Negro
of
335
No.
master
shipful
LIMIT
activities," Rev. R. L. McRae.
Plum Bush Lodge. She pastor of the church,, equal those of white workers
has been a member of Ward said. "but the pastor and doing comparable jobs, Mr.
Chapel since childhood and,members
it Greenberg added.
that
thought
faithfully in would be fitting and timely Negroes w h o p reviously
has s e r ved
several offices in the church. to take this method of giving!gave up years o; seniority
•Getwell at Barron
• Lourelweed Center
better
•Chelsea at Thomas
gain
order to
•Notional at Jackson
Mrs. Pleas is president and her some flowers while she in
•
Northgote Shopping Ctr.
•
Seco
at
Quince
a charter member of the can
their paying jobs will now be
appreciate
still
•Southlood Mall
•Macon at Wells Statiott
forfeited,
time
with
credited
president
Club,
Ready
Ever
fragrance."
REV. G. G. BROWN
he said.
of the senior choir, teacher,
McRae said both This is the most sweeping
of Class No. 5 of the Sunday Rev.
friends of the church and and
comprehensive employSchool, and was for seven
Pleas are invited to at- ment ruling since enactment
years general chairman of Mrs.
the program.
MAT AND PRO.
of Title VII of the Civil
Save Del Farm cash register tapes
the Woman's Day observance.'tend
DUCE PRICES
During her leadership the - It is being sponsored by the Rights Act of 1964.
GOOD THRU
I
or
your
to
church
1%
a
refund
for
JAN. 20.
Morris and Local
went senior choir and the Ever Philip
raised
annual s u m
ALL OTHER PRICES
alter
their
now
must
203
•
THIRU
0000
Ready club.
from $900 to $2,271.
favorite charity.

Pastor, Wife

Be Honored
At New Bethel 12 Outsta rid ing

Women
1To Be Cited Feb. 18

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

BHS

Ward Chapel Planning
For 'Julia Pleas' Day

NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD To
STORES

Mclemore at Neptune

JAN. 23, 1954.

UP To $1000 CASH! PLAY BRAND NW•

••

ANOTHER WMC
RADIO 79 FORTUNE 1
I
FONT WINNER:
gr Copyright W.J. Jeffery 1964 —V

Mrs. Pearl Ryan
2633
Midland Ave.
Winner of
$114.79

NEW ROOKS

itrthtstice'veti::•attg : hItrchsticlising, 50 Pack

NEW SLIPS!

ices on Sunday, Jan. 21, will
be True Vine Baptist of West
Helena, Ark.; New Life Baptist
Church of Lucy st.; and Mount
Baptist church of
Vernon
Mississippi blvd. ,
Delivering the speech will
be the Rev. J. L. Netters,
pastor of Mount Vernon Baptist church and city councilman
from District 6.
The master of ceremonies for
the program will be Rev. J. S.
Howard.
Mrs. Lillie M. Evans is chairman of the observance, and
Mrs. Maydelle Guy co-chairman.

Buy U.S.
Sav.ngs Bonds
GET FAST KISSED RIM

'TOMO
SKIN

SCAUNG
SKIN

IRRITATED

44P

WMC's Fortune Fon• announcer could call /ikal
If he does, just tell him
how much is in the For
tune Fon* Jackpot, and
you're a winner!

SKIN
PALMERIMIN occur OINTAIllff..

Relieves Itching, Scaling and
Irritation of Psoriasis.

99c

NET

Eliza

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION

FORTUNE FONE: Another Great "Sound of the South"

NEW PRIZES!.

MRS. G. G. BROWN

Lb 690
490
CANNED HAM s219
490 POTATOES 190
ORANGES
Hi. 230
PAR
29°
A
DRINKS
s
49C
JELL1Es
3
TREET

PORK CHOPS

CENTER CUT

SININ1111111111111.

FULLY COOKED

COUNTRY STYLE

3 Lb. Tin

I BRSBAR B-Q
O

ALL PURPOSE RED OR WHITE

SEEDLESS NAVEL

Bagb.
0-L

Do:

2

2c

DEL MONTE FRUIT FLAVORED

WMC Radio Program Director Bob Webber presents
Mrs. Ryan with her check for $114.79.

N.Y.C.

twiny oseditstiest
with nod.
MI. It Wyly
of .1111111
Mhos while It fights gems Ort oft**
surarsts perspirstios Wen— swim
41asiesesIgiisp itithrer.
glimsaia.

OFF KRAFT

46 or.
Can

Pkg.

ORCHARD FRESH

ARMOUR

12-oz.
Can

NATCO

ALL GRINDS

APPLE BASE

18-oz. $1

•

Jars

RED

ROSE

630 PINTO BEANS 2$10°
COFFEE
NORTHERN
BATHROOM
4131
TISSUE :
WITH COUPON

NORTHERN
BATHROOM TISSUE

WHITE
OR
ASSORTED

4-ROLL
PKG.

°
With coupon and purchase of $500 er mere
c cce. Fresh Milk, Ice Cream
excluding Sec rn
ono coupon per customer.
and Ice Milk.
Coupon 'spires

•

Jon.

23, 1468.
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LIFE SAVED BY SPINAL SURGERY

Mid-Year Meet To Bring
2,000 To Hot Springs
Cfl4CAGO, Ill. — Two thou- day School and Baptist Training
sand members and leaders of Union Board; Dr. Mary 0.
the various Boards of the Na- Ross, the Board of the Women's
tional B a p list Convention, Auxiliary; and Allen Jordan,
U.S.A., will attend the annual the Board of the Laymen's
mid-year
meeting
at Hot Organization.
Springs, Arkansas, January
The Boards will have many
23-25, 198.
Dr. J. H. Jackson will pre- important matters to encounter
side over the sessions of the in this meeting
Board of Directors of the The Boards will hold simulParent Body, and the follow- tallous meetings in the faciliing auxiliary presidents will ties of the National Baptist
preside over the auxiliary Bath House Rotel at 501 Malboards: Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell, vern Avenue, Hot Springs, Arthe Board of the National Sun- kansas,

Economic Injury Loans

TO DELINQUENT
TAXPAYERS
You are advised that after February 1, 1968,

additional penalties and costs will be imposed in
consequence of suits to be filed for enforcement
of the lien for taxes against land; until the filing
of such suits, taxes may be paid at my office.

To Be Made In Shelby
J. C. Loring, Tennessee Re- the loan as a business collects
gional Director of the Small his accounts or disposes of
Business Administration, an- the frozen inventory. Long
nounced today that his office term working capital loans
process are not contemplated under
would accept and
Life saved by spinal surgery-This little boy's chance of living was rated at zero when he was born. But at Economic I n j ury Disaster this type of disaster assisige 4 he was operated on for open-spine birth defect. Child is shown at 7 months, in March of Dimes Birth Loan applications from small tance.
Defects Center connected with Jackson, Miss., Memorial Hospital. Doctors expect that he will be able to walk businesses in the following
Loans can be made either
-a rare prognosis in cases of this kind.
counties: Chester, Dyer, Har- in participation with banks
deman, and Shelby.
The Department of Agricul- and other lending institutions
ture
has determined that or , directly by the Small
these counties have suffered Business Administration. The
a disaster as a result of interest rate on SBA's portion
excessive rainfall, unseasnn- of such loans is 3 per cent.
cool weather, and freezing Participating 1 e nding institemperatures
in early Novem- tutions will determine the inWhitney M. Young, executive
terest rate On their portion
director of the National Urban ber.
of the loans, the requirebe
businesses,
to
Small
League, critAised what he conments being that such rate
Economic
the
sidered harsh punishment given eligible for
be legal and reasonable.
One of the most significant Dimes, now celebrating its the poet, LeRoi Jones, who Injury Diaster Loans, must
economic
an
suffered
have
Applications may be filed
commitment a woman can 30th Anniversary, has initiated was convicted last week for
make today is to do her best education programs encourag- carrying a pistol during the injury as a result of the with the Regional Office of
to assure the birth of healthy , ing preconceptual and prenatal riots in Newark, N. J., in the injury sustained by farmers the Small Business Administraaffected by the disaster.
tion at 301 Security Federal
children. Her own, first of all,
summer of 1967.
primarily
expected
that
Building, 500 Union Street,
It
is
and then 'the children of all,
Mr. Young said, "while I
mothers.
• The voluntary health organi- do not regard LeRoi Jones as the loans made by the Small Nashville, Tennessee 37219.
zation also finances Research a civil rights leader, nor do I Business Administration will In addition, a representative
Healthy children are a bles- and 'Treatment Centers for the
agree with his methods as an be for working capital to aid of the Small Business Adsing. We are reminded of this , bedside study of birth defects individual, I think his sentenc- the businesses in carrying ministration is in the Chamwhen we learn about the im- and the development of treat- ing appears harsh, and due to accounts receivables of affect- ber of Commerce Office at
his prominence, designed to in- ed farmers and to carry the Sheraton Peabody Hotel
minent Mothers' March of the ment techniques.
in Memphis. Tennessee each
timidate
rather than to get at'frozen inventory.
March of.Dimes in our com- The National Foundation now
Thursday from 8:30 AM to
loans
of
such
Repayment
munity.
has nearly 100 of these Birth an understanding of the real 1N ill be scheduled to retire ' 4:00
causes of racial disorders
As most people know, the Defects Centers throughout the "My feeling is that if we
mothers are marching into country.
could be as immediate and as
battle against birth defects toin eliminating the
extreme
more
research
and
I
More
collect funds which the March
of Dimes will channel into'Centers are needed. Whether causes of racial unrest as we
, these needs are met depends are in sentencing people who
research and treatment.
on, the generosity of your con- react to them, we would, at
As a step toward prevention tribution to the March of long last, have a real hope of
of birth defects the March of'Dimes.
racial harmony.-

RILEY G. GARNER,
County Trustee
1966 STATE AND COUNTY

Order No 7106

A

Birth Defects Target Punishment
For Poet Harsh
Says, UL's young
For March Of Dimes

Teacher Is Appointed
Construction Analyst

James Wardell Robinson, 31, In his new position, Mr.,
at Robinson's duties will include
arts teacher
industrial
Mitchell Road High school the inspection of blueprints
for the past four years. has!and field inspection to insure
been appointed a construction that all buildings under conFederal struction insured by the Fewith
the
;analyst
4i deral" H o using
Administra!Housing Administration (1-lou.
t
ing Urban Development) and tion comply with the minimum
will begin his new duties on standard code. His appointment
was made on Jan. 5.
Monday, Jan. 29.
He received a bachelor of
science degree in building
construction in 1957 and has,
done graduate study at St.
Louis University. He is pre-,
sentiv studying for a bachelor of law degree from the
Law School of LaSalle University in Chicago.
In 1965 Mr. Robinson was a
field supervisor in charge of
construction with the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

QUALITY

ANNOUNCING
QUAUTY STAMP
C°PAPAW,I NC.

STAMPS

OPENING of

MYLES PURE OIL
475 Linden at Danny Thomas
'WW1"

He is a member of St.
Andrew AME church. He and
his wife are the parents of
three children.
Mrs. Robinson is a special
education teacher at the East
Side -High School in Olive
Branch, Miss.

•

W .ROBINSON

In addition to his teaching
has
duties, Mr. Robinson
operated a remodeling and
painting business.

Tri-State Helped
Pass Meat BiIl
TALBERT MYLES

VALUABLE COUPON
100 litre Quality Stamps
with

10 Gallons Gas Purchase
Expires January 31, 1968
Redeemable at 415 Linden only.

VALUABLE COUPON
100 Extra Quality Stamps
with

10 Gallons Gas Purchase
Expires January 31, 1968
Redeemable at 415 Linden only
..411404

6

24 Hour Service

FREE PICK-UP
IL DELIVERY
Phone
526-9692
QUAUTY
STAMPS

To the Editor: A new strong are outside this protective
programs
and effective meat inspection framework. State
they
poor-when
generally
'
are
land.
the
the
of
law
bill is now
This legislation will assure exist.
that in the very near future Our union will undertake a
not a single round of filthy campaign in congress next
meat can'yearto seek the similar
or adulaterated
be legally sold in the United legislation for poultry as was
'States.
just enacted for meat. We
You and your newspaper hope you will agree with tlii,
helped to make this law campaign for consumer pro
possible. We are very grate- tection also and will support
ful for your stories and edi- it editorially.
torials. This support helped to
THOMAS J. LLOYD
overcome the early defeat
International President
in the meat inspection battle Amalgamated Meat Cutters
and bring about the consumer
and Butcher Workmen
protection victory which the
new legislation represents.

Fatal Stabbing
We can all be proud of our,
part in the legislative drive
for this important new law. Ends Argument
However,
work to
needs the
legislation
President
for meat.

there is still more
be done. Poultry Fulton Braxton, 44, of 854
to
same type of new Michigan , was stabbed
ais congress and the death last Friday morningl
have just enacted as the climax to a lengthy ;
argument.

Some 85 per cent of all
poultry slaughtered is federally inspected as a result of
legislation which our union
and other labor and consumer
groups worked for ten years
ago. tlut about 1,000.000,000
pounds p r ocessed annually

Arrested and charged with'
the murder was Mrs. Patsy
Eggleston of the same address, Both the victim and
been
had
Mrs. Eggleston
drinking.
he
before
BIllittOS died
could be carried to the hospi- 1

The store that cares...about you!
SUPER RITE

Ai9

SMOKED

SAUSAGE

A&P's Finest lb 1
SLICED
Pork Loin Lb 69

SEMI-BONELESS

fc
HAMS
Whole or Half Lb. 69
PORK
SHOULDER Lb. 39
120z
I

FRANKS

,
390

Jane Parker Baked Foods!
U.S.SANDWICH

RED POTATOES
10" Rag 49'

BREAD

FOR 890
Loaf
COFFCO
ltic
Raisin
TWIST "
20 Oz.

TWIN
ROLLS
12 Per Pkg .

Fruits and Vegetables'

BANANAS ib 100
-I LEAN & MEATY
SP ARE
RIBS

Oc
Lb 4

STARLING

.1kUSAGE

3 lbs19r

Fxt---.1 Thrifty Groceriesi
A„,

SLICED BACON
ENDS & PIECES

SUNNYFIELD
FLOUR 2518
ALP
1-1.13.

Sweet

2-0Z

Potatoescan

4 ,-:)])( uuks.

SAIL
DETERGENT GSTznet 49
'
jA 8.P Petroleum
390
Jir
-JELLY

AHOY

WHITE BEAUTY

Vegetable
Shortening

Dishwashing
Detergent

349C

GIANT $100
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for
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By Diggs Dafrooth

NATES WHILE SIPPING TOMATO JUICE: A report
I persists that the Urban League's Whitney Young was offered the
Subscription rates: One year, $6; six Months, $3.50, (3-year 'Pedal Subpresidency of Howard U. It was said here first. Young thought
scription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
about it, finally declined. James Nabrit, after a lengthy vacation,
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New
decided that he wanted to remain at the helm Nabrit, who was
Tel-Etats Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphts, Tennessee,
secretary of the board, prior to the presidency, feels that he has
'Under Act of March 3, 1179.
Howard's Black Power uprising licked. He has shuffled several
faculty positions and has his followers in key spots . . . CorNational Advertising Representatives
nelius Pitts, who operates a swank motel and restuarant in
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
Northwest Washington, is seeking to get a federal loan to underwrite some of the bills piled up under mounting construction
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
costs . . One of the largest cab companies in the U. S. regardless of color is the Capitol Cab Association, a Negro owned
Serving 1,000,00.0 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.
and operated outftt. The company is now going into the financing of its own insurance policies . . A syndicate headed by
Belford V. Lawson and Marjorie Lawson, a husband and wife
legal team, is attempting to purchase the television outlet that
beams toward 13. C's huge Negro audience. Belford is former
national Kappa head and Marjorie was one of the early In timates of Kennedy. Both have savy and influence.
The construction unions, whose certain number of Negroes in each ,
THE LOW DOWN ON THE HIGHER UPS: Altough two.
stubborn resistance to integration has union.
'thirds of the D.C. Recreation Department employees are Brothby federal
Wirtz made the pledge last month ers less than 20 percent hold top paying jobs. Joe Coles, the
been sharply denounced
accused of
agencies and civil rights organizations,! at the union convention in Miami'Negro superintendent of the department, has been
critical report of the department by the
a
on
feet
his
'dragging
have finally raised the proverbial white! Beach, after Haggerty said the building Commissioner's Council on Human Relations, Faced with the
flag as evidence of their willingness to trades would consider starting "learner charge of racial bias, Coles reached for the age old dodge used
negotiate terms for at least an accept- or trainee programs" to help uneducated by white personnel directors in federal and private agencies: the
Negro youth qualify for apprenticeship whites have seniority and are entitled to the top jobs . . .
able compromise on hiring of Negroes.
Many eyebrows are being raised at the critical comments comHigh government officials and la- programs.
ing recently from the Urban League's Sterling Tucker directed
bor leaders are mutually at work tryBut there are innumerable skilled at D. C. Mayor Walter Washington. Folke are charging Tucker
ing to evolve a suitable formula to bring journeymen from the slum areas who with a "sour grapes" attitude by stating that he, Tucker, sought
an end to the rejection of Negroes by are unemployed because the construc- the mayor's post or at least a concilman's spot . . . There is
Inc.," which is designed
the nation's 4,000,000 construction work- tion unions will not hire them. The no- a phanton organization called "Niggers,
to fight the construclion of freeways through the bedrooms of
ers.
quota pledge is device calculated to give black folk . . . Onend the sharpest critics of the D.C. School
The Secretary of Labor, Willard the unions a completely free hand in hir- Board is Joseph Yeldell, one of the city's Negro councilmen.
Wirtz, has stepped directly into the dishas publicly accused the Board of lacking leadership.
ing and training only a token number He
BEHIND THE SCENES REPORT: One of the reasons why
pute for the first time. He is scheduled
of Negroes.
Washington is winning support everywhere as mayor is
Walter
,
to meet later this month with represenThis raises a consequential ques- his ability to bet things done. He recently rose to the occassion
tatives of 18 construction unions to
and Inspection: Are the unions sincere in their when he dispatched his new Director of Licenses
start working on details of proposals for
tion, Julian Dugas to expedite the replacing of windows in the
integration plan? Will they keep their Kenilworth' Elementary school. It seems that parents of chilanti-discrimination rules the unions
commitment to the federal government? dren attending the school were emnplalninv that the youngsters
think they could live with.
which,'were freezing in-the building that bad more than 400 windows
Both government and union offi- These are areas of performance
broken out and had not been replaced for more than a year.
cials are expressing hope that the meet- in our humble judgment, Sec. Wirtz i The untelling Negro Director of Buildings and Grounds Granings will lead to a resolution of the prob- should have explored fully before agree- ville Woodson said that the building wasn't the "worst in town"
and justified his inaction by complaining about the high cost
lem and ease a long series of sometimes ing to the pledge.
of replacing broken windows. Dugas, acting under Washington's
possibility
the
ultimate
Faced
with
bitter fights between the unions and
orders, ordered the windows replaced and stated "there is no
federal officials over racial bias com- of a federal injunction, the unions are reason for any youngster to freeze while attending school beseeking a means that would head off cause of the work of hoodlums." . . . The importance of the
plaints.
There is however a joker in the complaints of civil rights leaders and Negro Press will be demonstrated again when various and
parties
deck of cards being dealt. The unions, court cases such as the one that led to sundry federal biggies and political strategists of both
The
week.
this
workshop
order
below-the-b
to
NNPA
the
follow
headed by C. J. Haggerty, president of the hiring of 140 Negroes on Ohio State
flexing their muscles are convening in Naspublishers,
Negro
the Building and Construction Trades University construction projects.
sau at the invitation of President Pindling.
The Ohio case is a convincing eviDepartment. have exacted a pledge
RAY A. WICKS

1809-1891
VC.E•PRESIDENtr OF 7K1
UNITF-D STATES WIN
ABRAHAM LINCOLN. IT.
WAS BELIEVED BY MANY.
THAT HE WAS A MAIM.
A WHITE DAILY PAPER
IN 1861 SA1D,*1HE CON'
STANT 'THEME IN THE
SOUTH FOR THE LAST
-two MONTHS HAS BEEN
THE ELECTION OF'THE
FREE NEGRO,HAMLIN..
HAMLIN HAD LEFT THE
DEMOCRATIC PARTY AND
JOINED THE NEWLY
ORGAN izEr) REPUBLI-,
CAN PARTY. HE WAS
VERY DARK
IONE).

Circulation Manager

Construction Unions

from Wirtz that the government will not dence of the failure of voluntary comtry to impose a quota system of a pliance.

In
st.
b
en
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AN EX-SLAVE,WAS
ONE OF'NE FIRST
RESIDENTS OF
NEW YORK CITY.
HE PIED IN ma,IT 15 SAID, AT THE AGE OP
120. HE SAID THAT HE KNEW NEW YORK'
WHEN IT HAD ONLY THREE HOUSES.

•

irrES ARrOFTEN TAKEN FOR N5GROES AND VICE-VERSA. WHEN PETER
ZIEGLER VISITED ATLANTA,GA,A WHITE
WOMAN FROM CHARLESTON,S.C.,SEEING
HIM ASSOCIATING WITH WHITE PEOPLE,
DENOUNCED HIM AS A NEGRO.HE WAS
BEATEN BY A WHITE MOO AND RUN OUT
TOWN DESPITE HIS PROTESTS THAT HE
BELONGED TO AN OLD CHARLESTON
WHITE FAMILY,...WHICH HE Dip!
Send $1 for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club...315 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.:15219.:Discounts on bulk orders.

A Point Of View

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

media establish this fact. The prophetic . . . pointing the
respect in which their leaders way to a more democratic '
are obviously held further future . . . void of protest and
violence.
There are two quite signif- establish it.
The committee is giving special at- icant organizations of Ne-' It was interesting to study Humanity's Helping Hand
A New Detroit Committee, formed
given the city of Memas a direct result of the racial cataclysm ' tention to the incidence of unemploy- groes in Memphis which need a picture recently issued of has
phis, and no doubt other
Mallory Knights' Mr. cities in this nation, a lesson
that shook the city last summer, is busy ment of Negroes in the "inner city." Ot- to be given more emphasisi the
Harold Strong presiding at the in foresight. They are set up
consciousness.
local
the
in
at work to correct the social evils that her urban centers might take note of
of a basket of to help those whose situation
They are the group organized presentation
Christmas food to an indigent makes it most difficult and
breed riots. Composed of 30 Detroit civM.
C.
Rev.
by
by
recently
to
guide
this development as a possible
white family here in Memphis.
them to wait for
Let, known as "Humanity's The f a tber,
ic, business, moderate Negro, and black
mother, and trying for bureaus for charielamaking
of
long
instead
the
action
remedial
and
various
Helping Hand,"
the
militant leaders, the panel seeks to help
children of the family were
established Mallory Knights, shown in the picture. It was ty to go through the red-tape
relieve the inequities and conditions that borate preparation to slaughter the re- led by Mr. Harold Strong.
self-evident that they appre- set up to reach them. Helping
volting poor.
contributed to the violence.
Both these organizations are ciated the largesse from the Hand, t h rough
community
Icharity organizations. They Knights. The first reaction appeals and other activities
were originally organized for of many observers might seeks to help those who need
that purpose, and they stick to have been a
twinge of irony. help right now. The leaders
their major objective. They
and members of the group
dispense charity. Interestingly Here was a picture of a recognize the fact that a
enough they do not restrict representative of America's poor family fresh in town
and minds. Students in scores of colleges their attention solely to Ne- least favored economic and from the surrounding rural
college students
Today's
needs
American business are in the middle of and unuiversities are urging business- groes. That's as it should be. social minority, extending a areas or other places immeNeeds
help.
immediate
they
importantly
more
But
hand
of
charity
to
represena not-too-secret war. Many students men to do more to help solve society's primarily exist to serve the tatives of the nation's
most diets guidance. Needs immetoo
that
problems.
And
Negro needy.
favored group. But a second diate friends to prepare them
think business is unintelligent, too agthought w o uld bring the for living in a new and
The slum revolts arer discussed by is as it should be.
gressive, too dollar-conscious, unconSomehow the notion is fairly realization that poverty knows strange environment. That is
but
classrooms
cerned about social problems, and, in students not only in the
widespread that Negroes do So color, and charity should also true of people who befraternito help each other. They have no restraints based on cause of such emergencies
in
little
gatherings
intimate
in
also
wrong
everything
of
image
abort, the
an image of being a race, creed, or color. The as sudden illness, accidents,
have
ties and sororities. Invariably, the dis- "gimme"
with society.
. always Mallory
group .
Knights were es- and lay-offs needs help now.
Many businessmen think students cussions end with the anxious question: the recipients of a helping tablishing the Negro's human- The two groups have their
hand, but rarely extending ness. It was a symbolic pic- hands on the pulse of someare rabble-rousing rioters who are un- What are businessmen doing to resolve one. That is the general
ture . . one that could be thing mighty important. They
rate full community support.
realistic, selfish, immoral, and anti- these social dilemmas?
image. However, the image
Understand?
Leaders of the National Associa- is not altogether true. For
American. Athough both may be dead
traNegro
the
also
is
there
wrong, failure to understand each other tion of Manufacturers replied that col- dition of neighborliness which
is causing students to shun business as lege professors and the mass media give has gone far toward helping
the group survive. It is exa profession. Only 80 per cent of the a one-sided, false imprression of bu'sl- pressed through Negro church's
the help to ne edy members
major corporations reached their quotas ness. "A great many of them feel
the and others . . . through the
and
about
Vietnam
same way you do
•
from last year's graduating class.
unlisted baskets of food, items
Businessmen must start doing a slums," a businessman said. But why are of c 1 °thing, donations of
Iset,
issues money made by numerous
better job of telling students what the they so quiet about those great
w
G
e
Mezzo-soprano
ndolyn
is bound clubs and individuals. Alsystem is all about. They should begin with ;Mich American destiny
though largely unnoticed these Killebrew of the Metropolitan
businessmen
American
do
Where
up?
competing on campuses with medicine,
contributions are important Opera is being presented by
factors in the Negro's struggle Lektoyne College in a free
science, and reaching for the best young stand on riots and Vietnam?
for survival in a highly elem. concert this Friday morning,
Jan. 19.
petitive society.
The Humanity's Helping The concert will get underHand" group and the Mallory way at 10:30 in Bruce Hall
Knights represent a growing and will be under sponsorship
trend among Negroes to or- of Lebforie's Cultural ActivifIligeen
cti ties Committee.
tv
h tleydirec
will
voters
Or. Paul Hayes, chairman
New York Republican loaders are ship believes that Harlem
gnizetr aZiotiinteo
the committee, said the
of
They
self-help.
the
bring
to
helping
image
of
play a vital role in
are to be
worried about the status and
public, including junior and
supported.
and
commended
the party in heavily populated Demo- two-party systm back to the Negro Every other minority group senior high school students
Harlem. Bo, with the support of community.
ctic
in America has its specific are Invited to bear the artist.
ri
self-help and charity organizeGovernor Rockefeller and Mayor Lindof the tions to help take care of Mo
growth
the
encouraging
By
organiRepublican
fey, the Manhattan
their own. They don't refuse
will outside help.
also
sett= has opened a drive to Increase its two-party system in Harlem, voters
But they
be provided with a real choice of pro- provide a base for implementenrollment in Harlem.
ing that old adage that "God The people of Memphis and
The target area is one where there grams, policies and leadership. But this helps those who help them- Shelby County are much better
Both the Mallory off telephone wise compared ALUMNI HONOR DE AN
are no GOP elected officials. Vincent F. depends on the party's choice of a Presi- selves." and
the Humanity's to the residents of Moscow, — Dr. David A. Hamilton,
Knights
Albino, the Manhattan Republican lead- dential,Candidata. Should Nixon be the Helping Hand Group have Russia.
second from ler% dean of
er, told a news conference in Harlem party's choice, the few Negroes who yet already provitWd' indications According to figures just the School of Agriculture
the respect which other released there are 42 telephones at Tennessee AM State
that a charter had been given to the ding to the GOP will desert it over- of
groups hold for their efforts per 100 population in this area, University in
Nashville,
apNixon
now
stand
things
Liberal Independent Republican Club of night. As
The publicity and encourage- while there are only 13 Phones was recently presented a
pears to be an unbeatable pre-convention ment they have received for every 100 "comrades" in set of St "America the
Harlem, a newly formed group.
Beautiful" p i ctures by
duvet!' various local news Moscow.
The Manhattan Republican leader- choice.

Detroit Committee

we
the

NAT. D. WILLIAMS
CHARITY'S MILK

U. S. Businessmen

Hold it a minute, bone crusher. Since you're both
friends of mine I want to ask this brother hem is
he certain that his mouth didn't order something
his posterior won't be able to pay for.

Concert
To Be Given

V

GOP In Harlem

re Phones Here
Than In Moscow

•
eV'

three AS1 alumni employed
Pt
various Conservation
i,ervice centers throughout
Tennessee. From left are
Max Ross, soil conserva
tionist, Roliv.ir; Dr. Ilamil•
ton, Obie 1.. Masingale,
assistant to State Soil
Conservationist, Nashville;

Willie Moore, Brownsville,
and
Frank
Richardson,
conMurfreesboro, soil
servationists. The scents
sie from each of the SO
states. Muerte Rice and
the Virgin Islands. They
will be placed in School
ef Agriculture clasereesns.4
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Marie Baker

New Members Inducted

Service Club

Into Chapter's TIC

Entertained

Mambas of the Teenagel scholarship with a C plus or
Improvement Club were en- I above avenge; recommendatortained by members of Beta tion by advisors or memEpsilon Omega chapter of bers; and girl must be
a
Alpha Kappa Sorority during
member of a service club
the holiday.
The schedule included an at school, church, or the
orientation session held at community.
Officers and members of
Union
Protective
Life Insurance Company on Dec. 10; the executive staff are Vickie
Initiation Week, Dec. 11-15; a Draper, president; Clyte Taypajama party on the night lor, vice president; Pamela
of Dec. 15, an induction cere- Bailey, a e cretary; Rayetta
secremony at Martin Memorial Long, corresponding
Jackueline
Johnson,
Temple, and caroling and tary;
social activities during the treasurer; and Dorothy Bonds
and Hazel Scott, reporters.
holiday.
The Teenage Improvement Advisors for the Teenage
Club is composed of some 150 Improvement Club are Miss
girls from eight local high Mary Helen Hargrove, Mrs.
schools.
Wilma Sueing, Mrs Yvonne
Members of the TIC are Acey and Mrs Fannie TayI
chosen on
the
basic
of lor.

sad Mrs. I. K. Bandon
were hosts to snomban of
the Mario Dakar lorries club
during a holiday party given
In Mr hone at NI Boston
at.

The ambers played Bible
binge, exchanged Ohs and
enjoyed a very tasty dinner.
Birthday recognition was
gives to Mrs. Undo Johnson,
and the party was shared
with sick members.
Members

present

were

sir& Whys Wynn, Mrs. Nellie
Osborne, Mrs. Sara Can, Mn.
Lingle Madam, Mrs. Carrie
Mabry, Mrs. Hattie Marable,
Mrs. Elisabeth Harris, Mrs.
Lillie Jefferies, Mrs. Anna
Owen and Miss Maggie Newsom.
Guests present were Mrs.
M. K. James, Mrs. Lydia
Cooper, Mrs. Lillie Threat,
Mrs. Gertie Mullins, Perry
L. Wynn and Albert Carr.
Miss B. C. Lenoir is club
reporter.

upww•••••wwwwwwwww•iiiimoweinweiwww
•
I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $

•
▪ Effective November 29

•
1st
•
• Sal Open

416.

Worthams

INDUCTION CEREMONY
— A group of high school
girls were inducted into
the T e e nage Improvement Club at Martin Memorial CME Temple dur-

Entertain

ing the recent holiday season, which followed an
orientation session held at
Union Protective Life Insurance
Company. The
club is sponsored by Beta

Epsilon chapter of Alpha
Kappa
A 1 pha
Sorority.
Inc., and includes tenth,
eleventh and twelfth grade
students from
Carver.
Hamilton, Washin gton,

Westwood, East, Memphis
Technical, Manassas and
Mitchell High schools The
objectives of the TIC are:
"to develop young lathes

IN
socially, morally and intellectually; to become informed American citizens;
and to perform community
service" ( Withers Photo)

•

Sun 11 2S
A M to 6 P
Sun. Open A.M bp 2 P

96S

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH ,
a

•

3100 Summer at Baltic
Yeemeemese•essommommisser

'46 Members
Members of Club '46 held
their Christmas Party on
Saturday night, Dec. 17, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Floy
Wortham of 775 Davant st
beginning at II:30.
Christmas music was played,,
games enjoyed, and elaborate'
gifts exchanged. The meni
were dressed in tuxedos and
the women wore gay colored
dresses in keeping with the
holiday. A delicious catered
dinner was served by Mrs.
Worth a m.
Attending the party were Mr.
and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge, Mr.
and Mrs. Chalres Walker, Rev.
and Mrs. James Gleese, Mrs. COMBINED BIRTHDAY
Mildred Johnson, Mrs. Londie — Reaneta and Nikita
Brown, and Miss Dorothy Sanders gave a combined
birthday party on Sunday
Whitson.

BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
Among Friends
Jan. 7, 1968. Nikita's birthday is on Jan. 3 and is
followed by her sister's
on Jan. 4.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
To

see

Wadi/lac At 1968
elegance in action

TRAINING SPECIALIST —
Airman Ruthie M. Patterson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Oddies
Patterson
of
3027
Johnson, Memphis, has completed basic trainig at Lack.
land AFB, Tex., and has
been assigned to the Air
Force Tech nical Training
Center
a t B o Iling
AFB,
Washington, D. C., for schooling as an education and
I training specialist. She is a
1967 graduate of Lester High
school.

QUALITY STAMPS
Mean Extra Saving
For You Always
When You Shop BIG STAR

It's as easy
• to own a Kali/GIG
As any other car on the market ..
We appreciate your Business at

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

111

BAKERY
PRODUCTS
Leek Fir Them

526-8207
327-8451

at BIG STAR

BIG
SAVINGS

Standard of theWorld

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

SPECIALIST TRAINEE —
Airman
John
Collier,
whose guardians are Mr.
and Mrs. Marion A. Mor
row of 1958 Frisco, has
completed basic training
at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
and is now assigned to
the Air Force Technical
Training Center at !Weiler
AFB, Miss., for specialized
schooling as a communications specialist. He is a
1917 graduate of Melrose
High school.

White
Sandwich

Bread, 1%-1.11.
White Open Top Bread 11
/
4-Lb. 22C
White Open Top Bread HAL
15C
White Sandwich Bread 1%-Lb. 234

FRESH DAILY AT BIG STAR

BIG
SAVINGS

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

•

FRESH
DAILY
AT
BIG STAR

AND OWNER LOYALTY

.8 CT. Pkg.

HAMBURGER BUNS

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
FROM
OVIR SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSI
27 MONTH WARRANTY

IN SOME DAKOTA — Airman ionald A. Etter, son of
Mrs. Annie & Elston .1 1101
Clancy ft, Memphis, has completed basic training at Lack.
land AFB, Tex, and Is new
widened at a security policeman with a unit of the Strategic Air Command at Ellsworth AVE, S.D. He is a IMP,
graduate of Donidass 1111111
School.

25
Not Beg lees I's 25t
MAMMIES, BUNS 12's 27C
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while Barbara chose a pink
and green brocade hostess
pants suit. Joining them and
over indulging in various molds
and dips and assorted potables
were Clifford's sister Delores
a'y i s i ti n g from
Stockton
Chicago, and their sister and
brother in law. Wilma and
Leonard Campbell 1.ho're also
Joyce's neighbors

Society
Merry
Go-round

knows Mercedier's parents in
Chicago Dr. Bernice de Freitas
and Dr. Clement DeFreitas
who is presently in San Juan,
Puerto Rico as does Edna
Swingler who was abed with
the flu. And Mercedier and
Sue Ish are Friends in Chicago.

The vivacious Mercedier who
teaches at Illinois Teachers
College will get a chance to
AND WITH THE CLUBS
what she's
been
practice
The Rubyaiyats met Fri- teaching when she accepts the
day night at the Club Rosewood with Beverly Smith and post as principal of Garfield
Maxine Shipp as co-hostesses. School the latter part of this
They were busy making plans month.
for their "Transco '68" which
ERMA LEE LAWS
they unfurl February 25 with Enjoyed hearing her talk
fabulous fashions at Club about the Chicago Co-Ettes
Rosewood for the benefit of ball which she described as a
transportation of the blind beautiful affair in one of the
"Even the woodpecker owes, up scores on the snow men adults who attend classes at downtown hotels. Her son,
Emma Georgia Avenue in the Adult Milano, frosh medical student
were
cards
his success to the fact that he talley
Elen -Ezelle, Basic Education Class.
uses his head and keeps peck- Stotts, Mary
in the accelerated medical proing away until he finishes the Bernice Fowler, Joyce Wedgram at the University of Ii
job he starts." Coleman Cox. dington and Maude Gillispie. They have "beeg beeg' plans linois escorted one of the
Seems the Gremlins confis- So sorry we missed Modean which they'll reveal to you as Co-Ettes. He was just graduat•
cated our copy -last week and and Harry Thompson's Open times goes by so watch and open ed from Howe Military School
somehow mixed a club meet- House which' they hold each your heart love and give them in June.
ing and open house into a New Year's Day. Really hope that monetary push. KeepSunday
peopled conglomeration. Here's things go well with us since ing that big yellow bus rolling Candy Walker spentthe Cat
enjoying
the way it really was . . .Jeral- we missed our hog head and twice a week cost the girls a with her
dine and John Taylor held open black eyed peas. Among the pretty penny and they need Show.
house' during the holidays in regulars making it to the you!
There's a bundle of masculine
MR. AND MRS. Bt
their pretty home on Rozelle Thompsons' Edward Avenue
planning were joy in the home of Joyce and
on
the
In
Marie
Bradford.
domain
were
for their son and daughter-inpresident of Lloyd Weddington. Made his
law, John Jr., whom they I Steve and Carol Edley, John Peggy Brewer,
femmes, Lorene arrival over the week-end via I
hearted
the
big
and
Vera
George
Childers,
call "J. J.' and his pretty;
Hospital
their daughter Buford, Mattie Little, (she's a Sir Stork at Baptist
Marilyn with the
mocking Clarke and
know,)
Anne
new
you
bride
Gwen
And it's a boy for Margaret1
bird voice. They now claim Natalie John Poston,
Curtis, Mose Yvonne Hooks,
Cincinnati as home where he's had flown off to L.A. to visit
and Dr. Odis Strong out
Ann
in the Marketing Division of her sister, Jacques Wilmore, Lavonia D e b err y, Helen in Los Angeles. They were
Julia
was
under
the
weather,
Hall,
Mary
Green,
Erdyne
Proctor and Gamble and she's 1
Robert and Jean Yarbrough, Hudson, Evelyn Mayes, Clara hardly home from their Xmas
BARBARA GRIFFIN
a schoolmarm.
Lt. Jim Clemons escorting Parker, Betty Payne, Mary visit here with the Hubbard I
The wedding of Miss Eunice pastor, Rev. Nesbie Alston.
We have fond memories of; Velma Lois Jones, Robert Mos- Rhodes, Jewel Walker, Doris
Mary Logan to Woodrow W
Music was provided by Mrs.
Clan before they received their
Marilyn as one of our Co-Ettes;by with the host's sister, Helen
recently at Fannie Smith, organist, and
Georgia Ward and Gloria
Walls,
place
took
Bell
and recall that she led thel Thompson, Leonard and Wilma
third little one.
Young.
the Gospel Temple Baptist vocalists Miss Zelma Phillips
hymn at the installation cere- Campbell with their sister
church.
and Miss Selbie Ivory.
monies of the Chicago Chap-; Delores Stockton who was Larsenia Cain, whose culinary The Phi Beta Sigmas out at
their
daughter
of
gave
the
State
bride
is
The
Memphis
Given in marriage by her
ter. She's the daughter of Mr.1 visiting from Chicago and artistry is the envy of us all,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Logan, Sr., father, the bride wore a long
third Sweetheart Ball in the
and Mrs. Clarence Isabel and,Zernia (Mrs. Jake) Peacock
of 521 Lipford st. The bride- white crepe gown. A-line style.
sister of Cora and TSD Editor and her daughter Michele. feted the La Vogue Bridge Balinese Room of the Claridge Mrs. Arcola Griffin has an- phis State University.
chapel length train was
Friday night and served Hotel during the holidays, nounced the engagement and I The bride-elect is a member groom is the son of Mr. and
Club
McCann Reid.
Scrumptious
menu w as
Dropping in to greet the good;sweet and sour pork, black them a scrumptious dinner 'of and decorated the room with forthcoming marriage of her of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,;Mrs. Robert Bell of BirmingSee Page 11
looking couple were scores of;eyed peas and hog head, black prime roast beef, string beans the colors of the fraternity,'daughter, Miss Barbara Joan Inc., and the Business and Pro- ham, Ala. Officiating was the
white and hung the;Griffin, to Al Jackson, Jr
and
their friends dating back to;beans, turkey. apple sauce.
blue
fessional Women's club of Bethalmondine, buttered parsley impressive shield over the l
high school days and among;salad, hot rolls and coffee.
lehem
Baptist church.
green
apples,
glazed
potatoes,
•
The
take
wedding will
place
bandstand.
them were Carla Thomas. See whyI'm so remorseful
For hair styles to fit your
on Saturday, Jan 27, at the The prospective bridegroom
"Queen of the Memphis Sound" that I missed it.
tossed salad, hot rolls, chess
Second,
former
Charles Brown
personality
Mississippi Boulevard Christian •
wearing her new full length
Six young couples got to- lemon pie and coffee.
National Vice-President served church with the pastor, Elder is the sin of the late Al Jackmink and escorted by handson, Sr. and Mrs Bertha
& beauty treatments that
gether New Year's Day to Prize of cologne and soap as Master of Ceremonies introBlair T. Hunt, officiating.
some James Simpson v•!%o was frolic
Jackson, of Los Angeles, Calif.
and just enjoy each went to Sadie McCoy, Bertha ducing the brothers and the
will keep you lovely,
visiting his parents the Sr.;other's
company Round Robin Johnson, Beecher Dobbs and Sigma Sweetheart of 1968, The Louis XVI Room of the ; Mr. Jackson is employed as
Simpson from California: Art
Sheraton-Peabody
has
been
and for the very ultimate
a staff drummer and Issociate
and they were Joyce ;guests Harriet Davis, Juanita Ruby Turner. Linda Marble
Gilliam, Magnolia and Law- fashion
reserved for the reception.
and Lawrence Blackmon, Pat Arnold and Mary Roberts.
Cheyenproducer,
at
the
Stax
"Recordand
first
alternate
was
in hair care come to
rence Johnson, HI. Sylvester and
Harold Shaw. Elaine ind
ne Deener was second alter- The bride-elect is a teacher ing company.
Washburn, Sammie and Benjamembers
Campbell, Barbara Other high scoring
nate. Members of the court at the Cummings Elementary
min Ward who row live in,Charles
, He began his musical career
Cora Smith, were
Deener
and
Glenda
Yuma. New
Mexico; Rita and Joseph Atkins, Lois and ;present were
Holmes, Juanita Delores Merritt. Bennie King school. She attended Booker'with his late father's band,
Bernardine
Clifford
Stockton
and
Bernice
Sanders, Joe and Linda Isabel,
"DON'T BE A SQUARE COME
Hawkins, Othella Shannon, and is President of the Memphis T. Washington High School and has since played with the
Charles and James Isabel. and Harold Brooks.
a
majorette
and
where
she
was
ETHEL'S FOR HAIR CARE"
TO
Bradley.
bands of Gene "Bowlegs"
State Colony and Omar RobinMarilyn's brothers from Cin- The festivities began about Mary
a soloist with the Choral Group. Miller, Ben Branch and Willie
Advisor.
son
is
five in the evening at the CHIT CHAT . . . . The snow
cinnati and Mary Craig.
Faye Lewis' meeting was ; Stockton's new home on West- marooned us in and we had The Graduate Chapter of Miss Griffin received her ; Mitchell.
the one we were talking about. more where blond Lois greet- to visit via telephone with Mei.- Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity has bachelor of science degree in
He is now doing extensive
Ste feted the VIPs at the home ed the gang in a green hostess cedier de Freitas Goodwin who recently inducted Joseph Wil- elementary educ a lion
at travel with the popular record168 CALDWE-LL
of her sister and brother-in-law gown and spread a table of was here from Chicago for the kerson, John Q. Adams and Arkansas AM&N college at ing group, "Booker T and the
Home
Shop
succulent
steak
and
meatball
Ilea and Clifford Yates on LauCat Show at Hotel King Cot- Henry Oatis of Byhalia into Pine Bluff, Ark, and her master :AG's," which has just been
hors
d'oeuvres
plus
other
deli- ton. She brought her pretty the ranks of brotherhood.
527-8951
derdale and soul food was the
526-4664
of education degree in adminis- ; voted the number one instrupiece de resistance. Chitter- cacies of lobster, shrimp and Persian cat. "Grand Champion Cecil D. Goodlow is President tration and supervision at Mem- mental group in the nation
lings, spaghetti and the hottest cheese to munch. From there Shawmee Nylanc" and her of the fraternity.
.
slaw ever accompanied by a they traipsed over to the Persian kitten "Penthouse Depleasant association from the Campbell where Elaine was siree" and flew on back to the Hear tell they're making
well stocked bar offered no exotic in a black and white Windy City to her hubby Atty. fabulous plans for their Orchid
room for pretense and the hostess gown, here they fascin- ;Quentin with first prizes for Ball which will be March 29,
'TOW sisters" enjoyed it all. ated themselves with more gour-;both. The mamma was "Best in the Skyway of the Sheraton.
-After the femmes had dinefr met foods and then they were on;Cat in the Show" and the kitten Peabody. Folks are already
sufficiently they turned to to the Shaw's for an intimate was dubbed "Best Kitten in the vying for bids.
bildge where members Velma dinner with soft music and Show". How about that for a
Southiris Jones. Earline Mobley, candlelight where palates were snowy-week-end in the sunny 0
eastern Choral Conductors Conand Martha Thomas were the pleased with roast beef, brocol- South.
vention last week at Memphis
lueky recipients of an um-,li souffle, green beans almonbreila, a gift certificate and a dine, baked potatoes, hot rolls Jewel Hulbert whose courage State and had J. , Harrison
we will ever admire did brave Wilson, Choir Director of Bishop
rain chapeau. Guests with coffee and wine.
high scores and garnering the From there the group went on the elements and went down to College and Carl Harris. choir
same booty were Anita Suggs, to the Blackmons where their pick Mercedier up Saturday director at Philander Smith.
Geneva
Floyd, and
Helen children had decorated the den night and take her over to Har- Both auditioned some of Omar's
Burns.
for the grand finale of a riett's and Maceo's where they music students at Douglass.
Blanche Edwards and yours beautiful day. Joyce and Bar- toasted t h emselves around Be sure to watch for his Dougtruly were gifted with netted bara were co-hostesses and ithe fireplace absorbing the lass Singers on the Ted Mack
coin purses. Other chalking Joyce wore leopard culottes;Walker hosp itality. Jewel Show on the 28 of thii month.

Gospel Temple Scene
Of Logan-Bell Rites

Teacher And Musician

To Be Wed On Jan. 27

Ethel's

Ethel's Beauty Shop

Make the most of their
"Wonder Years"

527-3619
January
Clearance
Sale...
)

BY

Mon Claire

14 No. Main
At Court
Hand Made Wigs

Falls

18' - $39"
21'- $59"

100% HUMAN
HAIR

$4995
Semi-Handmade Wigs

$389
'

Wiglets
$895
Mini-Falls

French Wigs
$5995

$29"
Hairlon Falls
27' Long
$1095

(

Mini-Wigs
$24"
SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING

WE HONOR

JANUARY SPECIAL

BANKAMERICARO

CLEAN & STYLE $550

FIPST NATIONAL

aufvmplAte

The"Wonder Years,"sue through twelve,are 01formative years
when you.can &the mostfor your child's growth.
During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually
grow to 90% of their adult height.
To help make the most of their
"Wonder Years," serve them
nutritious Wonder Bread. Every
delicious slice is carefully
enriched with foods for body
and mind. So make the most of
their "Wonder Years."

Serve Wonder Bread—for
enjoyment,for enrichment.
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Scenes From Tenth Annua Co-Ette Ball

A
MISS CO -E TTE
AND
COURT . . Judith Evelyn
Johnson, "Miss
Co-Ette
ef 1968" and the members
of her court raised the

highest amount of money
for the United Negro College Fund. To the left of
the Queen is Sharon Lynn
Jones, second
alternate

and to the right Deborah
Northcross, first alternanate and Vera McKinney,
third alternate.

AT DETROIT BALL . . .
Miss Erma Lee Laws,
Sponsor of the Memphis
Co-Ette and Michael Hooks,
left are shown with former
Memphians at the Detroit Chapter Co-Ette Club's

Charity Ball held in Ford
Auditorium. Left is Dianne
Steinberg, "Miss Co-Ette
of 1967" of the Detroit
Chapter and daughter of
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg or Detroit and Lu-

MISS CO-ETTE OF 196fa
... Judith Evelyn Johnson
is crowned by the outgoing
queen Gwendolyn Johnson.
Miss Co-Ette of 1968 is the

ther Steinberg of Memphis.
Floyd
Jones, Jr., and
Michele Jones, children of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones
of Detroit who're former
Memphians.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Johnson
and
a
senior at Bishop Byrne
Catholic High School.

2
Ac\

CO-ETTE ADVISORS AND
SPONSORS...p ause and
pose together at the tenth
annual Co-Ette Charity Ball
held in C. Arthur Bruce

Hall of LeMoyne College
where the Co-Ettes contributed $1,000 to the United
Negro College Fund bringing their total up to $13,550.00

Lett to right Miss Linda
Hargraves, LeMoyne Col.
lege, Miss Angela Flowers,
Southern Illinois University, Miss Erma Lee Laws,

Sponsor, Miss Shirley
Peace, Memphis State University and Miss Maudette
Brownlee, Albion College.

MEMPHIS CO-E T T E S...
their Queen Judith Evelyn
Johnson and escorts all
smile prettily for the cameraman at their Clarity

Ball. The Co-Ettes presented a check for 11,000 to
Edwin Dalstrom, Dr. Hollis F. Price and Elder
Blair T. Hunt for the

United Negro College Fund
for which the Memphis
Chapter Co-Ettes have raised $6,550.00. The hi' mat

teenage ball was held in
C. Arthur Bruce Hall of
Le Moyne.

CO-ETTES REMEMBER
BAR KAYS...The Memphis
Co-Ettes established a fund
with 0.00.00 in memory of
the Bar Kays who were

ADMIRING CLANCES ...
are being cast at Miss

killed in an airplane crash
with Otis Redding. Gwendolyn Williamson is shown
making the presentation to
the two remaining mem-

I

('n-Bite by left to right
Paula Pinkston, Associate

I

bers of the popular group,
1)en Cauley. and James Alexander while Harry Wingfield, bandmaster at Porter
Jr. High under whom the

group started, looks on. Al.
so looking on are Dr. Hal.
us F. Price, Edwin Datstrom and Miss Erma Lee
Laws.

Pippin,
Co-Ette; Bonnie
Theresa Shackelford,. Ethel

Marie Seagstacke
Sylvia Wallace.

and

9
6
8

-

pp.•6 • 46.

••
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SPORTS HORIZON
MSU, UP AND DOWN

crowds when Cincinnati and
Memphis State, finding that'Bradley invade the Coliseum
everything they have heard next Monday and Thursday
about Missouri Valley Con-!nights. A top peformer for
MEMPHIS NEM erriziNs COMMITTEE COUNCIL
ference basketball is accurate, Cincy is Ricky Roberson, the
played twice in the Valley last big center from Mitchell Road.
week
without
much
luck. Roberson led the Reareats' atAgainst highly regarded Louis- tack with 22 points in a 74-68
ville the Tigers were just out- victory over St. Louis last
manned and frustrated, but week. Roberson and Bobby
later in the week MSU played Smith at Tulsa were both
an inspired game at Wichita. approached by MSU recruiters.
The results, however, were Louisville coach John Dromo
Smith
Tulsa's
the same as Louisville canned called
best
the Tigers, 78-58, and the Shock- shooter and says Roberson
ers staved off a gallant effort gives Unseld a run or his
by MSU to come out on the money.
long end of a 77-69 score.
Memphians can watch this
Led by the ballyhooed Wes personal duel as Louisville
.5
Unseld, an agile 6-8, 240 pound,takes on the Bearcats this
smooth operator at pivot, and,Saturday afternoon in a tele•
lightning quick ball handler'vised game, and an even
c o nfrontation later
Butch Beard, Louisville broke'greater
wa
the game wide open near the when Houston's Elvin Hayes
latter part of the first half.; matches baskets with the 7-1
MSU was baffled by the Cardi- Lew Alcindor of the undefeated SECOND PURPLE HEART
Cpl. Blackman
was
a
nals' zone press as the visitors UCLA Bruins before nearly — Cpl. James Blackman,
CITIZENS COM MITTEE — they prepared to deliver the
member of I Company,
1968 president-elect. More than 'Lee. The Citizens Committee'
50,000
in
the
Astrodome and son of Mrs. Myrtle Doyle
sprinted to a 38-17 halftime
made groceries. From left are L. $800 was raised for
26th Marines, when he re- Many families were
a
the group's is preparing for its annual
nationwide television audi- of Canton,
lead.
happier
on
Christma
s Day I Raymond Lynom, president; Christmas Charity
Miss., receives
ceived
shrapnel
wounds
ence.
Fund
Drive 'Lincoln-Douglass banquet and
after
a visit from officers of Willie L. Lay, executive vice
his second Purple Heart
on March 31, 1967, and
with Mrs. Pearline Bess as program.
While Memphis State was;
the
Citizens
Committe
e
Coun-1
Medal
from
president
Col.
Lt.
E.
0.
;
again
Joseph
on Sept. 7, 1967,
Mays, trea- general chairman. Assisting
LEMOYNE SCORES HIGH
being lulled to sleep the MVCI
Irving, executive officer,
while fighting near Con cll. Here they are seen as:surer, and Noble Thornton, were Eugene Moore and Mel
loop leaders outscored the The LeMoyne blitzing offense
Marine Aviation DetachThien in Vietnam.
Tigers, 15-4 with many of thel continues to pile up the points ment, Millington
. Marine
but
to
no
avail.
The
Magicians
10,202 fans booing the perform ance of the home team averaged better than 90 points
in
outings
against Dillard and
in the Mid-South Coliseum last,
•
Lane, however, the opposition:
week.
was even better as LeMoyne
Unseld was the complete dropped both games. LeMoyne
ball
p I ayer, clearing the goes against CBC at De La
boards with 15 rebounds, amaz- Salle tonight in a return game I
ingly quick for his size, and l svith the Bucs. It will be the
Speaking in Richmond, Va., 1
hitting on five from in close. . seventh consecutive road game By
CLANTO
N
EARL
III
S.
before
team
for
board
the
the 53rd Anniversary
circuit:
Beard keyed the offense and for the weary Purple WaveConcla
ve of Phi Beta Sigma
NASHVILLE
—Coach Ed "We are weak in the dashes
who will be glad to get
found time to throw in 20: who
back
and the hurdles this year. Fraternity, Keynote speaker,
points, one less than the 21 to Bruce Hall to play Alabama Temple's Tigerbelles will participate in the seven biggest Sprinter Diane Wilson did not Judge Joseph Roulhac of Akron
Friday, January 26.
garnered by teammate Jerry
indoor track meets this sea- return to school, and with Ohio, treated his audience of
- - -- - --King. Louisville, 8-4 when they:
son. starting with the New her loss, we are not going over 800 to a rousing critique
left town after having found!
as strong in- the of the Negro Middle-class.
Millrose to be
C i + y-staged
York
the early goings rough in an:
sprints
as we would like to "We have defaulted
Tennesse
Jan.
Games
the
25,
_
unusual
e
a m ount
on our
of
road
•
games at the beginning of the 1
responsibilities", e x c 1 aimed
State University head track De."
Miss Wilson ran the first Judge Roulhac, "leaving our
mentor announced last week.
season, lost its first conference
leg
in_
game last Saturday, 70-68, to
on Temple's 440 yard less fortunate brothers at the
Competing
mostly by
By Bob Suclyk
Bradley.
vitation, some of the Temple- relay, a 110 yard leg on his mercy of big city machines and
trained talent will be in the 880 medley relay foursome unfulfilled governmental proIn the MVC televised game WHICH NFL TEAM
mises"
New York Knights of Colum- and the 220 yard dash.
Memphis State received a re- DEVOTED ALL ITS PRO`
bus games Feb. 2, Los Ange- "We have a pair of freshJudge Roulhac, who recently
juvenated effort and pulled to:
Dennis
and won a heavily contested
CHARI
FITS
TO
les Times Games Feb. 10, men, K a ren
TY
seat on
within two points of Wichita
Babridge, who
we the Akron Municipal
Mason-Dixon
Games, Louis- Debora
Court
only to yield to the Kansans unare
going
try
to
Diane's
in
ville, Feb. 17: Toronto CanaBench, asked the fraternity's
der the offensive boards. The:
coach
Temple
re- members to "start providing MAYOR
AND
ATTORFund, Inc.," the new mada's Maple Leaf Games and place,"
stuffing and other frauduinability to cover inside and:
NEYS — "I think it safe
yor told a private New
Cleveland's Knights of Co- vealed.
the
necessary
leadershi
lent Practices. Flanking. p
that
the constant pressure put on,
to
"Yet
say
we still have ex- would free
that Richard GorYork aurience. LDF relumbus Games March 1,
Negroes in all walks
Mayor Hatcher are LDF by Wichita spelled defeat for
don Hatcher could
g i rls
like
Una of life
not
search
and
Mr. Temple will take his perienced
precedents
D ir e c to r-Counsel
from the continuing '
Jack
Moe Iba's quintet. Mike Butler,
Morris
jumper
and
long
have
Marbeen
elected
mayor
were used in behalf of
Oakland,
entire
to
t e am
and pervasive confinement of
Greenberg and LDF Attoraccused by some of giving up
Mayor Hatcher when local
Calif. Feb. 23 and 24 for the tha Watson who can substi- racial discrimination in Ameri- of Gary, Ind., had there
ney Martin Wright.
when he is doing poorly led
been no NAACP Legal
Gary D e m ocrats
A.A.U. National Women's In- tute for Miss Wilson."
were
ca today."
MSC scorers with 23 points.
Tigerbell
Wyomia
es
Defense
Tyus,
and Educational
charged with ballot box
idoor Track and Field ChamJames "Tweedy" Jackson talManning, "Most of us assembled here
Madeline
--pionships of which the Tiger-1 sprints;
lied 13 coming off the bench FRAA/KFORT(PA.) YELLOW
tonight.continued
he
, -have lions of unskilled and jobless!
Watson,
M a rtha
JACKETS— )A.1 714E NFL FgotA, belles are defending ch am-ihalf-mile;
for his finest offensive display
,long jump; and Eleanor Mont- made our mark in the world, Negroes in our future plans." ;
24-32..
.AAEMME
THIS
D
pions.
since joining the Tigers this c'cTO,3AU.
ITS Cuig 1700.1—
gomery,
jump;
high
who and against great odds, but He advised that, "There
year. Herb Hilliard, content to mehrrs..-NEy w0.4)1
Starting his 18th year as the are named to the A.A.U.'s that only means that we must' must be a recommitment to in4E
MI
HOEHN HAS GOT IT:
play a supporting role, did a
f926 wro4 A 1+-1-I MOO<I
Tigerbelles' m e ntor, coach All-American team this year, work harder to include the mil-1 volvement on the local level .
fine job of rebounding against
21111••••sede Moe re••••• Aprilsooft
Temple, who has lost only are slated for their toughest
both Louisville and Wichita.
national
two
indoor
titles test of the year at the L.A.
Memphis State expects fine
since
1955,
appraised
his Times Games.

Ohio Judge
Scores Negro
Middle Class

Tgerbelles Set For
ndoor Track Season

HI

ro-Files

New Subscription Order

AL CHYMIA TEMPLE

Kindly send me the Tri-State
I
I
Defender to address below
1
I
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

PRESENTS 26th ANNUAL

*15

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I TO

TWO BEST PLACES TO OH
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
367 Union
527-4471

ALL SEATS

a
Zone No

Street Address

RESERVED

City

COIN'TO

2989 Summer
323-5594

Slate

GET YOUR

HOGUE& KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!

TICKETS
SPAIGLELAID TAITAST

TODAY!!
Pluviateti4

EMU CASTLE

•

Baked in Memphis by Memphians
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

INTIERNATIONAL

3flfl CU

HI(
—0 i
eager
point:
here
trai
Geo
Jame
Jame
Mary
tor
a ssi I
train
Greg
9Ierti
Melv
coacl

Mid-Sot:0+ Coliseum Box Office and Central Ticket Office at GoldTicInsis not purchased in advance and for current per.orrnance
r
,
oa soh tvticl.South Coliseum Ticket Office only.

10
Big Shows
• Wednesday, F.b, 7
• Thursday, Feb. $

7:30-1:00 P.M.
2:30-100 P.M.
..2:30-11:06 P.M.

• Friday, Feb. 9
• Saturday, Feb. 10
10 A.M., 2:30 and I P.M.
• Sunday, Feb. 11
..
2:30 P.M.
No Night Performance

PRESENTED IN THE SHOWCASE
OF THE MID-SOUTH...

atta
can
earn

Safurdey Morning
And Matinees
Except Sunday
Log*
$2.00
Upper Tier
$1.00

Hogue & Knott
Hambnrger
or Hot Dog

ALL NIGHTS
And SUNDAY
MATINEE
Loge
Upper roar

$2.50
$1.50

BREAD
25c
BROWN-'N SERVE ROLLS
Hogue & Knott
Big I I/24b. Sandwich Loaf

14-0x.

Loaf
Knott
12 to Package

Oogue A

15c
25c

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

...THE MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
161.6=EM

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Mr
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Chai
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HELPING CHILDREN —
The Gnosis Glint club celebrated its 30th anniversary
during an affair held recently at the Mt. Oliv e
CME Cathedral, and

20, 1968
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Is seen here making a contribution to the Children's
Bureau of Memphis. From
left are Mrs. Una B. James,
the club's program chairman; S. T. Rutherford,

president of Children's Bureau;
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Woods, the president, giving $50 check to Mr.
Rutherford; and Miss Minnie Lee Allen, coordina-

tor of programs for Children's Bureau. The Gnosis
Glint club, a social club,
was organized in 1937 for
the purpose of helping
needy children.

Pag•

MEMBERS OF NEW CLUB1Caviness, business sianager. Mrs. G. Harvey, public rela- mittee; Mrs. 0.
Hodge, vice
— A new club, "L'ELITE,"10n second row, same order, tions, and Mrs. J. N. Cain, president, and
Miss S. Parkhas been organized, and the are Miss G. Gray, Miss E. On back row, same order, are er, treasurer.
Members not
members got together for this Buchanan, recording and cor- Mrs. M. Robinson, Miss J. pictured are Mrs.
G. Jennings,
potograph. Seated on floor, respondence secretary; Mrs. Lewis, parliamentarian
and Mrs. D. Tuggle and Miss J.
from left, are Miss V. Crowder, L. Anderson, chaplain; Mrs. chairman of by-laws corn-'Carney. (Hooks
Bros. Photo)
Miss D. Evans and Miss R.
Ricard, financial secretary;

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
FRED MONTESI

VEGETABLE
OLEO
YELIOW QUARTERS

Lb.15

STOKLEY'S

PINEAPPLE CRUSHED

FRED MONTESI

MAYONNAISE
Qt.
PEACHES

200,.25
3 Limit

390

SACRAMENTO

HORNETS
HIGH-SCORING
—Owen College's fast-moving
cagers, with an average of 1101
points per game, are shown
here with their coaches and
trainer. Kneeling, left to right:
George Willis. Jerry Dover,
James Simmons, Arnold Brown,
James Leopold, Joe Gates and
Marvin Green. Standing, left
to right: Rev. R. H. Green,1
assistant coach; George Dean,
trainer; Maurice Thompson,,
Gregory Hill, Reginald Brooks,
Mertus Strong, Foster Davis,
Melvin Williams and head
coach Robert Crider.

Logan-Bell
Continued From Page 8
attached to her headpiece. She,
carried a bouquet of white
carnations.
Mrs. Helen Smith, the former Miss Helen Prudent, was
matron of honor. She wore
a pink floor-length dress and
carried a bouquet of pink
orchids.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Cordelia Porter, Miss Eames- ,
tine Cage and Miss Christine
Adair. They wore floor-length
dresses of ice blue and carried
bouquets of pink orchids.
The flower girls were little.
Misses Pamela Givins and
Marsha Peete.
Serving as Mr. Bell's best
man was Gregory Phillips '
brides's'
the
were
Ushers
brothers, Elmo Logan, Jr.. and
Charles Logan.
A reception was held for the
couple at the home of the
Miss
bride's parents, with
Alma Mitchell, Mrs. Fannie
Delk, Mrs. Inez Mitchell and 1
Mrs. Bertha Ambrose assisting.
The bride is a senior at
Tennessee A&I State university where she is a majorette
with the school's "aristocrat of
marching bands"
Mr. Bell, who comes from
Birmingh:!ni, was graduated
with a bachelor's degree from
Tennessee State University and
is presently teaching in Nash-

DEL MONTE

CORN

HALVES OR SLICES

YELLOW KERNEL

43°

25'
BLACK
SPAGHETTI
(?'** 850 POPLAR
19 PEPPER 'o 5
ANDREWS OLDS
4 Total Limit

16 oz.
2or

29 Oz

RONCO

SAUER'S

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

PURE

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE

3 Limit

2 Limit
4 oz.

3 Lb.
Pkg.

-PRICE BUSTERS
COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
•"NICK" BONNETTE

• BOB TABOR

• J. P.(JAY) GUIDI

• R. D.. WILLIAMS

WISHBONE

CHEESE PIZZA

DELUXE

15-3/8
Oz.
16 Oz

Detergent
1
GIANT SIZE

WITH COUPON

FRED

MONTESI

GIANT SIZE DITIRGINT

FRED MONTESI

2 Lb. 15 Oz.

Blue or White

TIDE

15c
3 Lb. 1 Oz.

..vr

AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

PEPSI-CO A

FRED

MONTESI

ARMOUR

CHILI With
BEANS

For3
ANDREWS

OLDSMOBILE

850 POPlAR • PHONE 517 553'

16 oz.
Carton Limit

9
PLUS DEPOSIT

3

••••
41111.
•••••
.1111

4111I,

With 'coupon and MOO edditlanal purchase, •xcludIn
eolu• of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products on
tobacco also excluded In camplianc• with state lase).
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Wednesday. N0016
Jon. 24. Anti-freez• also excluded in coupon redemption.

•

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —

3

15 1/2 Oz.

.810.
••••

•

9
6
8
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Lane Library

New Rates Announced
For Overseas Parcels

Gets Money
For Equipment
The award of a grant to the
Lane College Library, by the
Association of College and Research Libraries, a division of
the American Library Association, was announced recently
by the ACRL Grants Committee.
The grant made to the J.K.
Ale. Daniels Library at Lane was
man Charles E. Thomas, a one of 90 selected from among
applicants.
405
The
ACRL
1967 graduate of Geeter High
Grants program was initiated
school, has been assigned to in 1955 with a grant
of $30,000
Amarillo
A F B,
Tex.,
for from the U. S. Steel Foundaschooling as a
supply spe- tion.
cialist. He completed basic Mrs. Anna L. Cooke, Lane
training
at
Lackland
AFB, librarian, said the grant will
be
Tex. His parents live at 5331 used to help purchase
equipNorma dr., Memphis.
ment.
COMPLETES

BASIC

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1968

—

NCM'S NEW PRESIDENT
—
Joseph
W.
Goodloe,
center, became the sixth
president in the history of

Boys .L:
7

the home office in Durham, N. C., on Tuesday,
Jan. 2, here he is seen
being
congratulated
by
Kennedy,
William
Jesse

Spaulding, right who Is
Mr. Goodloe's immediate
predecessor. A reception
for Mr. and Mrs. Goodloe
followed
the
installation
service.

Faster service and special transportation on
a space availlow rates are now available able basis all the way
— from
for parcels addressed to Ameri- here to the port of
embarkation,
can military personnel served and from
there to to oveby Army and Fleet Post Of- seas base. Postal
patrons forfices overseas, Acting
Post- merly had to pay air parcel
master Lydel Sims pointed out post rates to get similar
today. The new service is a service.
result of the postal rate bill
The acting postmaster saicL
which we* into effect Jan. 7.
that in
many instances the
Packages weighing up to 30
new airlift rates are considpounds and not more that 60
erably below comparable air,
IN
COLORADO
inches in combined length and
—
Airman
parcel post charges. He cited
Joe E. Randle, Jr., soa of
girth will be given air transthese examples:
Mrs. Martha L. Randle of
portation on a space available
A mother in Memphis send- 1455
Effie,
basis upon payment of the doMemphis, has
completed
mestic parcel post surface rate ing a 15-pound package to
basic
training
at
her son in Vietnam pays Lackland AFB, Tex., mid asplus a $1 fee.
$3.85
for the new airlift
signed to Lowry AFB, Colo.,
Postal patrons can get the
airlift service on packages service. The air parcel post for schooling as a munitions
mailed to all military person- rate for the same package specialist- He is a 1967 grad sate of Humes High school.
nel at APO and FPO address- is $10.91.
es overseas, and in Alaska, An eight-pound package going to a serviceman sta-

Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Mr.
Sims noted that the new airlift also applies to parcels
mailed back to the States by
servicemen from these military
post offices.
Parcels on which the one dollar fee is paid will get air

tioned

in Germany and addressed to an APO or FPO

will cost $2.30 under the
CAN YOU USE
new airlift service. The
Grab This Opportunity to
air parcel rate is $4.70.
Jr., left, the firm's fourth
MORE
president,
T.
Asa
and
Mr. Sims pointed out that
it is not always to the mailer's
advantage to use the airlift
CONVENIENT
service. On some light packLOCATIONS
ages air parcel post rates
rugcs tart 01/
worm
may
be lower than the airlift
MASSAUA, Ethiopia
—
GIF1 1181,118INTSAlt
(NP!) — Another ocean may charges. C u stomers should
41.111110
Prep? gip
every
I be in the making, if a theory check with the Post Office for
being in vestigated by a team information on the best way to
mail parcels to servicemen
EARN $1 to $5
working relationships be- Helen
Joseph W. Goodloe became of
R. Jones,
manager of British geophysicists proves
overseas.
correct.
*eery week
the
of
Policy
Services
Divithe sixth president of North tween the two men.
The team has set up shop on
in spars time
The new president became sion, preceding a solo by a steamer in the Red Sea to
InLife
Carolina
Mutual
Win
Prizes—
Free
and
Mrs.
Edna
B.
Thompson
a
surance
Company, succeed- a full-time employe of North of the
Valuable Waimea
company's data process- examine the strata under the
experitece seined will
Spaulding whose Carolina Mutual in 1926. He ing division. A "Litany of sea. The new ocean could be
T.
Asa
ing
be if life-lees benefit.
retirement became effective had worked in summer ern- Remembrance
Dedica- the Red Sea, and may result
and
from the continental drift of
El
Are•Boy 12., Older Us* This Coupon Now
December 31, 1967.
ployment with the cowpany'bon" composed for the occaArabia and Africa, a process
Rev.
the
by
Lorenzo
'Pont Nome orrd Address Below
A.
Mr. Goodloe was installed for three
years
prior tc. si"
believe
which
geophysicists
Tr.-State Defender
Lynch
read.
was
as the chief executive in'that.
began more than 200 million
236S. Donny Thomas Blvd.
/Omni-6s, Tenn. 8
ceremonies held in the audi-I
Sons/ rne first bundle Of Papers.
I in accepting the top post Mr. Goodloe is a native years ago.
Durham, and a graduate'
torium of the firm's home Mr. Goodloe
paid tribute to,of
.
Clip Out This Name
office in Mutual Plaza.
. Mr. Spaulding stating that, of Hillside High School. He
Year
Mr. Spaulding presided over '"I am indeed fortunate to graduated from Hampton InCoupon or Are You a boy? Age • Da.e Born
the ceremonies and described receive the torch of leader- stitute in Virginia in 1926 The Rev. John Charles MicIn Care of ..
and
honorary kle, student placement officer
received
an
Mr. Goodloe's "loyalty and'ship from him. He has held and
Street and No.
dedication to the companyit so high that it will require Doetor of Laws degree from of LeMoyne College, will attend
Mail Today
Post Office
Stale
as its welfare" as being! a
long
arm
maintain Sha y.. Universit y. in Raleigh. the sixth National Conference
to
In an Envelope
"above reproach."
His positions with North of Plans for Progress at the
Zip Code No.
heights
has
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held
the
Carolina
Mutual include clerk Sheraton Park Hotel, WashingrecommendecUo
ver
years."
the
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Meet In Washington

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sala
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450
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LOAN UFFICE
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
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